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Introduction

3D printing is a relatively new technological development which holds the promise to change the
way of production in many areas. Some refer to it as a new technological revolution [1]. With
this method it is possible to produce three-dimensional objects with a feature size around 150 µm
[2]. The desired structure is designed with a 3D CAD software and then realized by the printer
[1]. Even printing of biological tissue is currently investigated, with the goal to rebuild whole
organs [3]. While this technique can be used to fabricate macroscopic objects, other techniques
have to be employed to structure material with the same flexibility on a microscopic scale. One
possible microscopic production method is two-photon direct laser writing. With this method,
the focus of the laser beam is used to directly cure exposed photoresist while the unexposed resist
is subsequently removed. With this technique it is e.g. possible to build small lenses directly on
top of optical fibers [4].
Even smaller features, with the advantage of single-step production, can be realized by focused
electron/ion beam induced deposition (FIBID/EBID) [5, 6]. For this process, a precursor is vaporized and locally injected into a scanning electron microscope. Through the impact of the electron beam the molecules are separated into a volatile part which is pumped out of the chamber
and a part which is bound to the substrate [7]. The three-dimensional patterning is achieved by
moving the electron beam above the substrate, which can also be combined with a CAD software
to create the desired shape [5]. A variety of different precursors exist to deposit materials including insulators, metals and semiconductors [8]. With its ability to deposit structured material in a
size range well below the optical wavelength, EBID is a promising candidate for the fabrication
of metamaterials. Metamaterials are structures designed and assembled from artificial building
blocks. In the same way as the optical properties of conventional materials are determined by
the effective response of their atoms and the average over all electro-magnetic variations of the
atomic structure, metamaterials obtain their optical properties from their building blocks. This
is only given, and by definition true for metamaterials, with sizes of the building blocks significantly below the interacting wavelength [9]. Through design of the individual building blocks,
materials can be created which have properties not found in nature.
In addition, the ability to grow metallic structures makes EBID a valuable tool for the fabrication
of plasmonic structures. The field of plasmonics investigates the interaction of electro-magnetic
fields with small metallic particles as well as with metal-dielectric interfaces [10]. One of the
most famous examples is the high scattering cross-section of small metallic particles which has
its origin in the excitation of a free electron gas inside the metal, a so-called localized surface
plasmon. The theoretical description of a plane wave scattered at a sphere has been developed
1
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by Mie [11] and is referred to as Mie theory. The scattering intensity and the strong localized
near-field depend on the material as well as on the shape of the particle [10]. From a geometrical
point of view is EBID with its nanometer lateral resolution and three-dimensional growth capabilities a most suitable method to fabricate plasmonic structures. However, most of the metal
containing EBID precursors result in a material with a high carbon content and thus a weak metal
response. The typical morphology is a carbonaceous matrix in which small metal particles are
embedded,[12] limiting the use of EBID for plasmonic application. Despite this drawback of
carbon contamination, already as-deposited EBID material shows interesting optical properties.
An array of EBID-platinum helices shows polarization dependent light transmission, acting as a
circular polarizer [13]. Simulation of the performance with different metal content shows an increase in optical response when increasing the metal content of the material. To truly understand
the optical response of an array it is crucial to know the response of the individual structure.
The focus of this thesis lies on the characterization of EBID materials and their modification
to allow for an optical description of single metallic EBID nanostructures, such as helices. To
accurately describe the optical response of a material, its complex dielectric function has to be
determined. This is difficult for EBID materials because of their small structural size, making
common techniques as ellipsometry not easy applicable. In this thesis the complex dielectric
function will be determined by imaging ellipsometry as well as by numerical analyzing transmission and reflection and described by a Maxwell-Garnett model. It will be investigated to
which extent the metal influences the properties of the EBID material, since it just contributes a
minor fraction to the material content while the material mostly consists of carbon. Furthermore,
the improvement of the plasmonic response when adding a pure metallic shell onto the structure
is addressed. Different methods are used such as post-coating of the nanostructures with pure
metal as well as purification of the nanostructure itself. Post-coating deposition of a pure metal
shell by physical vapor deposition (PVD) as well as by a novel coating of EBID nanostructures
with atomic layer deposition (ALD) is presented. During purification carbon of the outer part
of the structure is removed resulting in a shell with a much higher metal content. In this thesis
the effect of oxygen plasma purification, especially on 3D nanostructures, will be investigated.
Additionally the thesis contributes into the search of new EBID precursors, aiming for the possibility to deposit other metals, but also for deposition with higher metal content. A new copper
containing precursor is investigated with regard to its deposition properties, its chemical composition and optical properties. Besides the possible plasmonic applications of copper due to its
similar electron configuration as silver and gold, it could also replace the commonly used platinum precursor for electrical contacting in electron microscopy as copper is more conductive.

2
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Fundamentals and experimental methods

If not explicitly mentioned otherwise the content of the following chapter is taken from textbooks
[14–16].

2.1

Basic electrodynamics

The base of description for all electrodynamic effects is provided by Maxwell’s equations. These
equations give an accurate description even for small objects with just a few nanometers in size
without the need for quantum mechanic corrections. Although for the description of the material response to electro-magnetic fields often quantum mechanic theory is required, e.g. to
derive the bandstructure and herewith explaining the spectral dependent absorption of semiconductors. However, these effects can often be added into the classical description of the material
in a phenomenological approach. The macroscopic Maxwell equations are four coupled partial
differential equations:
div D = ρfree ,
rot E = −

div B = 0


∂D
rot H =
+ Jfree
∂t

∂B
,
∂t

(2.1)
(2.2)

Here, E is electric field strength, D is the electric displacement field, H is the magnetic field
strength and B is magnetic flux. ρfree and Jfree are the free charges and currents, respectively.
Maxwell’s equations state that charges are the source of the electric displacement and that the
magnetic field is charge free, equation 2.1. The two rotational equations 2.2 couple the electric
and magnetic fields with each other. In vacuum the two fields E, D for the electric part and H, B
for the magnetic part are proportional to each other and connected by the permittivity of vacuum
ε0 and permeability of vacuum µ0 . In matter the effects of polarization P and magnetization M
have to be included.
D = ε0 E + P
1
H=
(B − M)
µ0

(2.3)
(2.4)

These can be permanent effects which arise from specific crystal structures or can be induced
by the impinging field. Equations 2.3 and 2.4 are the material equations. In this formulation all
quantities are averaged over the microscopic fields E and B. The dipole field P can be induced by
an electric field E and has in the first approximation a linear relation, P = ϕε0 E. The proportion3
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ality factor, in time space, between the polarization field and the electric field is called electric
susceptibility. Materials can have permanent polarization due to their crystal structure or charge
displacement in molecules. This additional polarization can be added as a constant polarization
effect to the one which is induced by an external electric field. In the following the permanent
polarization is assumed to be zero. For timescales of the electro-magnetic field in the same order
as the ones for the polarization, the relation between E and P becomes more complicated. In
this case the polarization does not occur instantly but depends on the electric field at all previous
times up to now
Z t

P=
−∞

dτ ϕ(t − τ)ε0 E(t − τ).

(2.5)

Taking the Fourier transformation with respect to the time of E and P with the convolution
theorem and considering isotropic material, the relation in the frequency domain is
P = ε0 αE.

(2.6)

α is the called the polarizability. Inserting the polarization into equation 2.3 leads to the relation
between E and D.
D = ε0 (1 − α) E
| {z }

(2.7)

εr

D(ω) = ε(ω)E(ω)

(2.8)

εr is called the relative permittivity and is a macroscopic measure of the polarization inside a
material in the presence of an external field. ε is defined as the relative permittivity times the
vacuum value (εε0 ).
The total current density can be divided into three parts:
J = Jfree + JP + Jmag = Jfree + rot M

(2.9)

The three terms are the contributions of the free electrons currents Jfree , the polarization currents
JP and the currents from the magnetization of the atoms themselves Jmag .
Two types of electrons exist inside a material:
ρ = ρfree + ρbound

(2.10)

Electrons which are bound to a specific atom ρbouond and thus can not move freely through the
material and free delocalized electrons ρ. The bound electrons determine the optical response of
4
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insulators. While also present in metals, here the optical response is often mostly determined by
the free electrons. The bound charges are moved from their equilibrium state and by that produce
a polarization field.
div P = −ρbound

(2.11)

A uniform polarization inside a material cannot result in net charges because the polarization is
just due to the separation of charges. However, with a non-uniform polarization or at material
boundaries net charges can occur. By this the external electric field is reduced and part of its
energy is stored in the polarization of the material. Applying an electric field to free charges, for
example free elctrons in a metal, leads to a flow of charges described by the current Jfree . The
electrons can be described as free charges while their mass has to be adapted to an effective mass
which is material dependent and gives credit to the background formed by the ion cores. Thus
these charges have no restoring force by definition.

Wave equation To derive the wave equation in matter the following assumptions are made;
no free charges are present, considering only the bound charges, an isotropic material and no
magnetization, M=0. Thus the only charges are the bound charges, equation 2.11, and the only
current originates from the change of polarization.
J=

∂P
∂t

(2.12)

Taking only this contribution into account a wave equation for the electric field inside a dielectric
medium can be derived by taken the rotation of equation 2.2 for the electric field and inserting
the material equations 2.3 and 2.4.
∂ 2E
∂P
∆E − µ0 ε0 2 = µ0
∂t
∂t

(2.13)

In vacuum no polarization is present and the right-hand side of the equation vanishes.
ε0 µ0

∂ 2E
− ∆E = 0
∂t 2

(2.14)

A similar equation can be derived for the magnetic field B. The important result from this equation is the plane wave solution E = E0 ei(ωt−kr) , with the angular frequency ω and the wavevector
5
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k. The solution describes a wave which travels with the speed of light c:
c= √

1
µ0 ε0

(2.15)

In the presence of a dielectric medium equation 2.13 has to be evaluated. The solution is assumed
to have a harmonic field dependence with E proportional to exp(i(ωt − kz)). In an isotropic
material it is expected that the polarization field has the same dependence as the electric field, so
that the time derivation on the right site becomes - ω 2 P and the space derivation for the electric
field −k2 . If P is set proportional to E, according to equation 2.6 with the proportionality factor
α the solution for the wave equation inside dielectrics is a plane wave with the following relation
between k and ω:
k2 =

ω2
(1 + α)
c2

(2.16)

ω
The refractive index n is defined as the ratio between the phase velocity of a wave, vphase = ,
k
c
and the speed of light in vacuum n =
. With this definition the root of the refractive index
v ph
√
is n = 1 + α. Instead of using the polarization field equation 2.13 can be derived with the
dielectric displacement 2.8. The result is a similar expression than 2.16 reading:
k2 =

ω2 2
ε
c2 r

(2.17)

From this comparison the relationship of the refractive index to the permittivity becomes n =
√
εr . More general when also taking magnetic effects into account:
n=

√

µr εr

(2.18)

Both material parameters, the refractive index as well as the permittivity, fully describe the material response to the electro-magnetic field and can be converted into each other. The refractive
index can be more intuitively in the context of propagating waves since its real part directly
describes the reflection and the angle of refraction. In absorbing materials the refractive index
becomes complex ñ = n + iκ. κ is called the extinction coefficient, which is directly proportional
to the absorption coefficient a in the L’Ambert-Beer law I = I0 exp(−ax), describing the intensity
I attenuation of an electro-magnetic wave traveling through a medium of thickness x.
a=

4πλ
κ

6
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Here λ is the wavelength of light. The permittivity on the other hand is directly related to the
iσ
complex conductivity σ by ε = 1 +
. The electrical conductivity is furthermore related to
ε0 ω
the penetration depth of an electro-magnetic wave into materials with free electrons, like metals.
The excitation of free electrons results in a current which hinders the wave to propagate into the
material,
r
δ=

2
.
ωσ

(2.20)

The skin depth δ quantifies how far an electromagnetic wave is traveling into a material before
its intensity is decreased to 1/e of its initial value. The material is assumed to have a permeability
of 1. The skin depth shows e.g. that the interaction between a wave and a metallic particle is
mainly determined by the material properties at the surface of the particle.

Boundary conditions From Maxwell’s equations boundary conditions for the electric and
magnetic field at the interface between two materials with different refractive indices can be
derived. From the continuous condition of the tangential component of the electric field and the
continuous condition of the normal component of the magnetic field the Fresnel formulas can
be derived. These describe the reflection and transmission coefficients depending on the angle
of incidence and the refractive indices of the two materials. Since the refractive index is wavelength dependent, in most cases the reflection and transmission of light at interfaces is as well.
These formulas provide the fundamentals of any transmission and reflection calculations. The
two independent linear polarization states of light are chosen to be p (parallel to the plane of
incidence) and s (perpendicular to the plane of incidence). An important result from the Fresnel
formulas is that light, which is linearly polarized in either s or p polarization, does not change its
state of polarization upon reflection. For any other arbitrary polarization of the incoming beam
the reflected beam normally shows an elliptical polarization where both the main axis of polarization as well as the degree of ellipticity has changed. This effect is the basis of ellipsometry
measurement.

Polarization of light As light is a transverse wave, the electric field vector is oscillating in a
plane perpendicular to the propagation direction. A light beam traveling in the z-direction can
accordingly have components of the electric field in the x-y plane. Each linear polarization (LP)
can be described by the superposition of x- and y- polarized light with different amplitudes. In
elliptically polarized light the field vector rotates at a constant velocity in the x-y plane, where
the tip forms an ellipse. Elliptically polarized light can be described by the superposition of
7
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x- and y-polarized light with an additional phase difference. A different amplitude additionally
rotates the main axis of the ellipse. Elliptically polarized light is classified into right and left
handed, dependent on the rotation direction referred to the traveling direction. The special case
of circularly polarized light is obtained with a phase difference of π/4 and the same amplitudes.
Linearly polarized light may be described by two circularly polarized light (CPL) waves with
opposite handedness and the same amplitude. The phase shift between left circularly polarized
light (LCP) and right circularly polarized light (RCP) than defines the orientation of polarization.
CPL can experimentally be obtained by a linear polarizer in combination with a quarter wave
plate. A quarter wave plate is an optical component composed of two main axis with different
refractive indices and a thickness which is chosen to imprint a phase difference of λ /4 onto the
two perpendicular polarized fields.
Circular dichroism is defined as the difference in absorption between LCP and RCP light. Another quantity which is easier to access is the difference in transmission T, named the dissymmetry factor g which is defined as:
T LCP − T RCP
g=2
T LCP + T RCP



(2.21)

To determine the absorption both the transmission and the reflection has to be measured, while
in the latter case the quantification solely relies on the transmission spectrum.

Electrodynamic description of dissymmetry In electrodynamic theory the different transmission of LCP light and RCP light is described as a cross-coupling between electric and magnet
fields propagating in the same direction [17]. The Maxwell’s equations have to be rewritten as
follows:
 
  
−iχ
D ε0 εr
E
c 
(2.22)
 
  =  iχ
µ0 µr
H
B
c
The introduced chirality factor χ is a measure for the coupling between the electric and magnetic
fields. Calculating the refractive index leads to the following expression:
n± =

√
εµ ± χ

(2.23)

The plus and minus sign stands for the left and right circularly polarized light. From equation
2.23 it follows that even for positive permeability and permittivity, the refractive index can be
negative for a large χ value.
8
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Permittivity models

electron charge

e

plasma frequency

effective electron mass

m

(derived parameter)

electron density

N

oscillator strength

damping coefficient
resonant frequency

γ
ω0

(derived parameter)

ωP =

fb =

Nfree e2
mfree εo

Nbound e2
mbound εo

Table 2.1: Parameter used for the Drude-Lorentz model of the permittivity.
Drude model A simple analytic model to describe the permittivity of a material is the DrudeLorentz model. This model considers two different origins of the electromagnetic response;
bound and free electrons. The free electrons are e.g. the conduction electrons of a metal or a
highly doped semiconductor. The bound electrons are fixed to an atom and cannot move freely
through the material. Nevertheless in the presence of an electric field the electrons are deflected
from their equilibrium positions leading to a polarization field inside the material which weakens
the incident field. In the Drude-Lorentz model the equation of motion of electrons is the starting
point to derive an expression of the permittivity.
r̈ + γ ṙ + ω02 r =

e
E
me

(2.24)

me is the electron mass, e is the electron charge, γ is the damping coefficient and ω0 the eigenfrequency of the bound electrons. The mass of the electrons is the effective optical electron mass,
influenced by the bonding state of the electron. The parameter γ describes the damping of the
electron. In textbooks for mechanics the damping term is often described by the velocity times
a damping coefficient without the particle mass. In the case of electrons inside a material, the
damping is influenced by the crystal structure. To include this the effective mass has to be used.
ω0 is the eigenfrequency of bound electrons and describes their restoring force. The electric
field describes the external electric field as the driving force of the electrons. Its assumed to have
a harmonic time dependence. Without any external stimuli the electric field is just due to the
electrons themselves if they are out of their equilibrium positions.
The solution of equation 2.24, in the case of an linearly polarized electric field is
x=

e
1
E.
m (ω02 − ω 2 ) − jωγ

(2.25)

The induced dipole moment P, is given by the electron density N multiplied by the electron
9
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Figure 2.1: A) Real part of the permittivity from the Drude-Lorentz model around the
electronic transition centered at ω0 . B) Imaginary part of the permittivity for the same case
as in A.

charge e and the deflection x, out of their initial position:
P = Nex,

(2.26)

D = ε0 E + P = ε0 εr E,

(2.27)

By inserting the electron displacement into the definition of the dielectric displacement D, it
follows for the permittivity:

ε = ε0 1 +

fb
2
(ω0 − ω 2 ) − jγω


(2.28)

Ne2
is the oscillator strength. To describe the permittivity of real materials often more
mε0
than one oscillator is needed. The permittivity is than a summation over all transitions.
fb =

Nosc

ε=

∑

j=1

fj
2
ω j − ω 2 − iγ j ω

!
(2.29)

The oscillator model can also be used to describe other resonances in the material as e.g. phonon
resonances. The general behavior of a single oscillator is shown in figure 2.1 for the real part A
and the imaginary part B, respectively. A damping term is needed to avoid an infinite value for
the real part of the permittivity.
10
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For a metal with free electrons the equation of motion 2.24 is adapted in the following way:
Since no restoring force is present ω0 is set to zero. The mass describes the effective optical
mass of the free electrons. The damping term γ describes the damping of free electrons e.g. by
collisions with the crystal lattice. It has to be further adopted for material dimensions below 10
nm in any direction. In that case an additional loss channel gains importance since all electrons
start to ’feel’ the border of the material. The collisions of the electrons with the material border
can be considered in modifying the damping term γ in the following way:
γ = γbulk + A

r
vF

(2.30)

γbulk is the value as it was introduced before for the bulk material, A is a constant which depends
on the actual shape of the particle or surface, r is the radius of the particle and vF is the Fermi
velocity of electrons. The formula for the permittivity due to free electrons is
εr = 1 −

ω p2
ω2 + γ2

εi =

ω p2 γ
.
ω 3 + ωγ 2

(2.31)

εi = 0.

(2.32)

Without damping it further simplifies to
ω p2
εr = 1 − 2
ω

ω p is the plasma frequency of the metal. Electron damping gives rise to a complex permittivity
as well as to a decrease of the absolute value of the real part of the permittivity, figure 2.2. For
increasing damping the negative value of the real part is lowered. If ω << ω p the second term
can be neglected which the real part of the permittivity results in a constant value of 1. To account
for the constant polarization field present in a lot of metals, often the 1 is replaced by ε∞ , with
values usually between 1 and 10. The imaginary part is zero when the damping coefficient is
zero, thus it describes the absorption of the material. The imaginary part shows a continuous
decrease with increasing frequency. The plasma frequency determines the response of the free
electron gas. For example the border between negative and positive values of the permittivity for
ω < ω p or ω > ω p respectively. To illustrate the physical meaning of the plasma frequency the
electric field from equation 2.24 is assumed to be caused by density fluctuations of the electron
cloud itself. A difference in the electron density leads to an electric field and thus to a driving
force towards the equilibrium state. The force is proportional to the displacement of the electrons
with respect to their equilibrium positions. The change in electron density at any given point can
dr
be written as ∆N = N0 e where N0 is the electron density at equilibrium condition and ds/dx
dx
describes the volume change (or in the one dimensional case the distant change) the electrons

11
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Figure 2.2: A) Real part of the permittivity for a metal according to the Drude-Lorentz
model, plotted for different damping coefficients relative to the plasma frequency. B) Imaginary part of the permittivity for the same values as in A.
∆N
, and the definition of the electric field as
ε0
the force per unit charge E = F/e, it follows for the force acting on the electrons:
occupy. With the first Maxwell equation, div(E) =

|F| =

N0 e2
x
ε0

(2.33)

The force on the electrons is proportional to their initial density multiplied by the deflection of
the electrons. Putting this force into the equation of motion 2.25 results into an oscillation with
the frequency ω p . This leads to the conclusion that the plasma frequency is the frequency of
electrons oscillating in their own electric field. Table 2.2 lists the measured electron densities
metal
Cu
Au
Ag

free electron density [
8.47
5.90
5.86

1
] [18]
m3

plasma frequency [eV] [19]
10.83
9.03
9.01

Table 2.2: Electron density and plasma frequency of three common noble metals Cu, Ag,
Au.
and plasma frequencies of three common noble metals. As expected, the plasma frequencies
follow the same trend as the free electron densities, supporting this simple theory. In figure 2.3
the permittivity of gold obtained from the Drude-Lorentz model with the parameters obtained
from [19] compared to the measured values from Johnson and Christy [20] for the real and
12
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Figure 2.3: A) Real part of the permittivity of gold plotted by the Drude-Lorentz model
with the parameters from [19], compared to the measured values from [20]. B) Imaginary
part of the permittivity for the same values as in A.
imaginary part in A and B, respectively, are plotted. Five oscillators with different strength are
used to fit the model to the dielectric function attribution to the interband transitions in gold. The
measured real part is very well resembled by the model. The shape of the imaginary part can
be resembled with five oscillators, while the remaining discrepancy could be reduced by adding
further oscillators. Even though the plasma frequency describes the collective oscillations of the
electrons in a metal and explains why a metal becomes semi-transparent for energies above the
plasma frequency, the color appearance, in the case of common noble metals like silver, gold, or
copper is due to the position of the interband transitions. For the case of gold and copper these
are located in the visible spectrum giving both metals its shiny gold and reddish appearance. For
silver the interband transitions starts in the UV region, resulting in almost perfect reflectance in
the whole visible range.

Description of mixed materials In the above paragraph the permittivity of a material has been
characterized by its bound electrons, described by Lorentz-oscillators and contributions of the
free electrons. Theses describe a material of one phase. In cases of an inhomogeneous material
which consists of two or more phases in their own morphology, effective medium theory is
applied to determine the permittivity. The average distance of the two phases has to be below
the wavelength of the interacting light. As this is often the case in EBID materials from organometallic precursors where metal inclusion are embedded in an amorphous carbon matrix. In
this respect it is expected that the resulting material responses is described based on the original
13
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permittivities of the primary materials. Mixture in the form of εeff = f ε1 + (1 − f )ε2 , where f is
the volume filling fraction of material one, ε1 and ε2 are the permittivities of the first and second
component respectively and εeff the effective permittivity of the composition, is expected to give
a rather poor estimation of the material. As seen before, the material responds to the incident
field by an induced polarization which in return will influences the surrounding material.
Instead, a model can be used which takes the interaction through material polarization into account. To describe the optical properties of a heterogeneous material in terms of its components.
The most common effective medium theories are; the Maxwell-Garnett (MG) theory and the
Bruggeman theory [21]. The derivation of both theories starts with the local electric field inside
a dielectric material. When an electric field E is applied to a dielectric material the local field
Elocal acting on the individual atoms is given by:
Elocal = E +

4πP
= εr Eavg
3ε0

(2.34)

The polarization P of a material with the polarizability α where NA is the unit volume density of
atoms polarized in the electric field is given by:
P = NA αε0 Elocal

(2.35)

Limited to the case of linear relation between the electric field and polarization field. Inserting
the local electric field from equation 2.34 into the formula 2.35 the following expression for the
polarization is obtained:
P=

NA α
ε0 E
4
1 − ( NA απε0 )
3

(2.36)

This equation shows that the polarization is still proportional to the electric field but instead of
the simple form of equation 2.6 another term has to be considered. Thus the permittivity in this
NA α
, or rewritten:
case is not 1+α but instead 1 +
4
1 − ( NA απε0 )
3
3 ε −1
= NA α
4πε0 ε + 2

(2.37)

This formula is known as the Clausius-Mossotti equation and it relates the permittivity of a
material with the polarizability of its constituents. In the case of two materials the summation
should be performed over the polarizabilities of the two materials instead of their permittivities.
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Figure 2.4: A, C) Microstructure and model of the material according to the MaxwellGarnett theory. The radii are determined by the filling fraction of both materials. B, D)
Microstructure and model according to the Bruggeman theory, both adapted from [24].

If rewriting the single phases with the relation given by 2.37 the following formula is derived:
εeff − 1
4π
4π
ε1 − 1
ε2 − 1
= N1 ε0 α1 + N2 ε0 α2 = f1
+ f2
εeff + 2
3
3
ε1 + 2
ε2 + 2

(2.38)

By the volume average of a sphere with the boundary condition that the sum of the volume
fraction of all phases is 1, the atomic density NA can be replaced by the volume fraction f of the
i-th phase. So far it has been assumed that the particles are placed in vacuum. The next step is
to include a background medium in which the particles are embedded. It has been shown that
with such a background material equation 2.38 keeps its form, but replacing ε -> ε/εb and the
permittivity of the inclusions by εi -> εi /εb [22]. This yields a general expression of the dielectric
function [23].
ε1 − εb
ε2 − εb
εeff − εb
= f1
+ f2
εeff + 2εb
ε1 + 2εb
ε2 + 2εb

(2.39)

Equation 2.39 is of a general form and connects the effective permittivity of a material with
the permittivities of its components and their volume fraction. In the Maxwell-Garnett theory,
considering a mixture of two phases, one phase is set to be the background medium. Thus one
15
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Figure 2.5: A) Permittivity of carbon and platinum used for different mixing models. B)
Average with respect to the volume fraction. C) Bruggeman model for three different volume fractions. Maxwell-Garnett model with three different volume fractions.

term on the right side equals zero. The formula can be solved for the effective permittivity as
follows [24]:
εMG = εb

ε1 + 2εb + 2 f (ε1 − εb )
ε1 + 2εb − 2 f (ε1 − εb )

(2.40)

Another interpretation is that both inclusions are in an imaginary background medium which is
the effective medium itself. In that case the left side of the equation becomes zero. The effective
permittivity, referred to as Bruggeman-formula is
εBG =

b+

p
8ε1 ε2 + b2
, b = (2 f1 − f2 ) + (2 f2 − f1 )ε2 .
4

(2.41)

The different material structures associated with the Bruggeman (BG) or Maxwell-Garnett (MG)
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model are depicted in figure 2.4, A,C for the MG and B,D for the BG case respectively. In the MG
structure each inclusion is surrounded by the background material. Thus, the volume fraction is
given by the ratios of the two circles in figure 2.4 C, while in the case of BM both phases are
randomly mixed with each other and the volume filling factor f is given by the probability to
encounter phase 1 or 2 [23]. The BG formula is symmetric in terms of the two permittivities.
In contrast in the MG approach the effective permittivity changes, depending on the choice
of the background medium. While in the case of a very low volume fraction of one phase
the choice for the background medium might be obvious, if both components occupy similar
volumes, the decision might be ambiguous. Figure 2.5 B,C and D shows the real part of the
permittivity of a mixed material consisting of platinum and carbon calculated with different
models. The used permittivity values are shown in figure 2.5 A. In figure 2.5 B the permittivity
of the mixed material is an average of the two permittivites with respect to the volume fraction
ε = f1 εPt (1 − f )εC . In figure 2.5 C the permittivity is calculated with the BM formula 2.41. The
curves look similar to the average model, however other values are obtained for the same volume
fraction. Figure 2.5 D shows the permittivity calculated with the Maxwell-Garnett model, with
carbon material as background and platinum as inclusions. The plot differs a lot from the other
two models. As expected after the summation over dipole polarizabilities the values of the real
part of the permittivity is positive over the whole energy range. An effective medium in the
Maxwell-Garnett model is dielectric.

2.3

Scattering: From classical scatterer to plasmonics

Rayleigh scattering Scattering is a universal physical phenomenon important in many fields.
Scattering is the redirection of light when interacting with any object [25]. One of the first
scattering processes that have been investigated was the scattering of light by small particles[26].
The incident light induces polarization and charge oscillations which result in the emission of
light. Scattering is named elastic when the frequency of light not change during the scattering
process. In the case where the photon energy, hence the frequency, of the light changes, the
process is categorized as inelastic scattering. The elastic scattering process of light with small
particles is described by the Rayleigh theory. The theory is valid in the small size limit where
the wavelength of the incident light is much larger than the particle size. This criterion is often
2πnr
, where r is the radius of the spherical
defined using the dimensionless parameter β =
λ
particle, λ the wavelength of the incident light and n is the refractive index of the medium
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surrounding the particle. The criterion can then be expressed as [25]:
β << 1.

(2.42)

In the derivation of the Rayleigh scattering cross-section of a spherical particle the assumption
is made that the polarization induced by the incident light is uniform throughout the sphere.
P = P0

4πr3
3

P0 = 3ε0

ε −1
E
ε +2

(2.43)

P is the dipole field of the sphere with the magnitude P0 [26]. The total Rayleigh cross-section is
obtained by calculating the Poynting vector for the light radiated by the dipole, while averaging
over the two polarization states and all solid angles. The Poynting vector is proportional to
P2 λ −4 . The total cross-section for the Rayleigh scattering CRy , taken from reference [27] is
8πεb2
CRy =
3



2π
λ

4
r

6



ε − εb
ε + 2εb

2
.

(2.44)

Here, the refractive index is transformed to the permittivity with εb as the permittivity of the
background. One important property of the scattering cross-section is the λ −4 dependence,
explaining the well-known example of the blue color of the sky by scattering of light by dust
particles. For this case a constant dielectric function of dust particles is assumed. However,
when accessing metal particles and their scattering properties in the visible spectral range, it has
to be considered that the dielectric function is not constant. While the term depending on λ does
continuously decrease with increasing wavelength, the last term in brackets becomes maximal
when the denominator fulfills the condition:
ℜ(ε) = −2εb .

(2.45)

2.45 is called Fröhlich condition [14]. Assuming the dielectric function of a perfect metal without
any damping 2.32, the frequency of the dipole resonance is at
ωp
ωr = √ .
3

(2.46)

Equation 2.46 shows that the plasma frequency of the metal determines the position of the dipole
resonance. For noble metals the plasma frequencies are around 10 eV which would result in a
resonance in the ultra-violet region. Thus it is necessary to include the damping coefficient γ.
The damping shifts the frequency where the real part of the permittivity equals -2 to significantly
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Figure 2.6: The complex permittivity and the Rayleigh scattering cross-section calculated
by equation 2.44 for silver A) and silicon B). Both materials exhibit a position where the
real part is -2 (orange line), but just in the case of silver a strong resonance occurs because
of the low imaginary part compared to silicon.
lower energies.
s
ωr (ε = −2) =

ω p2
− γ2
3

(2.47)

Figure 2.6 shows the complex permittivity and scattering cross-section of a silver A) and a silicon
B) sphere with a radius of 30 nm in vacuum, representive for a noble metal and a semiconductor.
While the dielectric function is complex the real part of equation 2.44 has to be used [14]. Silver
exhibits a strong resonance around 350 nm. Even though silicon fulfills the Fröhlich condition
around 350 nm, the imaginary part and thus the absorption are too high to exhibit a resonance at
this wavelength.

Mie scattering The full analytic solution of a plane wave scattered by a spherical particle was
developed by Gustav Mie in 1904 [11] and is referred to as Mie theory. While the original work
was about a sphere consisting of a homogenous material it was later extended to different shapes
and to the case of coatings (core-shell particle) [28]. The scattering problem of a sphere has
to be solved by identifying a solution for Maxwell’s equations inside and outside the sphere
while satisfying the boundary conditions. On the surface of the sphere the tangential part of the
electric field and normal part of the magnetic field have to change continuously. The total field
outside the sphere Eout , Hout is a superposition if the incident field Ein , Hin with the scattered field
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Esc , Hsc . The intensity, described by the pointing vector S outside the sphere has three different
contributions: the incoming field Sin , the scattered field Ssc and a mixed term Sext , which arises
from the interaction between the two.
S = Eout × Hout = Sin + Ssc + Sext

(2.48)

The integration of the intensities over the surface of the sphere A, containing the scatterer, gives
the energy rate W
Z

Win,sc,ex = e

A

rSin,sc,ex dA.

(2.49)

The total energy rate Wabs , corresponding to S from 2.48, is then expressed as:
Wabs = Win −Wsc +Wext .

(2.50)

The signs are usually chosen such that the energy rate absorbed inside the integration area Wabs
and the energy rate scattered outwards Wsc are both positive. In the case of a non-absorbing
medium around the scatterer, the energy rate through a closed surface from the incident beam is
zero Win = 0. The energy extinction rate of the scatterer is therefore the sum of energy absorption
and scattering rate. Often the energy rates W are normalized either to the incoming intensity Iin ,
or to the incoming intensity and the geometrical shadow of the scatterer G.
Wsc,ex
Iin
Wsc,ex
Qsc,ex =
GIin
Csc,ex =

(2.51)
(2.52)

The cross-section C has the unit cm−2 . The scattering and extinction efficiency Q is a dimensionless parameter. In geometrical optics the maximum value of Q equals one since incident
rays can be either absorbed or deflected. However, plasmonic particles can exhibit significantly
higher values. To find concrete solutions for C and G, the electromagnetic fields are expressed
by vector harmonic functions. C and G can then be expressed by an infinite series [29]. A variety
of numerical implementations exist, to calculation the Mie cross-sections of spherical particles.
The code used in this thesis is MiePlot [30].

Plasmons The reason for the high scattering cross-section of small metal particles, as seen
in figure 2.7, is the collective excitation of free electrons by the incident electromagnetic field.
This collective oscillations arise at discrete energies and are called a localized surface plasmon
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Figure 2.7: A) Dependence of the detector (triangles) position on the measured quantity. B)
Scattering and extinction cross-section of a gold sphere with varying diameter from 10 - 130
nm, shows the wavelengths shift and increase broadening of the resonance with increasing
size. Calculation are done according to Mie theory [31] with the material parameter of gold
from [20].

polariton (sometimes just referred to as localized surface plasmon). In general, a plasmon describes the quantized oscillations of free electrons. A polariton is a coupled state between a
fundamental excitation like a plasmon (or a phonon) and an electro-magnetic wave. Such coupling was first proposed in solid state physics for the coupling between phonon and photons [32].
Plasmons also exist as volume plasmons in bulk metals, for frequencies higher than the plasma
frequency. The frequency of the dipole plasmon of a small metal particles is, according to the
√
Drude-Lorentz model, at ωr / 3 (equation 2.46). For larger particles higher order multipoles
start to contribute to the plasmonic response. Figure 2.7 A shows a sketch of the two mechanism
of light interacting with a particle, scattering and absorption. The figure depicts the dependence
of the detector position on the quantity measured. In the light path the sum of scattering and
absorption is measured, called extinction. Out of the light path, just the scattered portion can be
detected. Figure 2.7 B shows the scattering and extinction cross-sections for gold spheres with
different diameters, calculated by Mie theory [30]. There are three important observations from
the graph. First, the scattering and extinction increase with increasing particle size. Second, the
scattering increases faster than the extinction, which means that the resonance of very small particles is mainly absorptive while for larger particle the scattering is dominant. Third, the position
of the resonance shifts towards larger wavelengths for larger particles, which is different for the
quasistatic limit, where the position of the resonance is determined by the values of the permittivity only. So far the results are valid for spherical particles. The solution from Mie theory relies
on rotational symmetry of the boundary conditions. A change of the geometrical shape of the
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scattering object thus leads to a change of the plasmon resonances. The resonance position of
gold and silver particles significantly change when changing their geometrical form. Herewith,
the resonant behavior can be tuned over a broad spectral range [14].

2.4

Optical measurements

Darkfield scattering measurement There are different experimental setups for measuring the
scattering cross-section of plasmonic particles. Darkfield microscopy is a very convenient and
popular method [33]. In a darkfield setup the sample is illuminated under high angles. The
objective is only collecting light under a lower angle, thus only scattered light is detected. In
the case of a single planar surface, no light enters the objective and the picture is dark [34]. The
spectra in this thesis are recorded with a Zeiss Axio Imager optical microscope under dark field
configuration. All samples are illuminated with unpolarized light of a halogen lamp through a
100x objective with a numerical aperture of 0.75. The scattered light is collected with the same
objective and out-coupled through a 400 µm optical fiber to a Horiba iHR 320 spectrometer.
By use of the fiber light is collected from a 1µm spot. The experimentally detected signal is
proportional to the scattering efficiency of the structure and the light intensity of the source [35].
The recorded spectra have to be normalized to the intensity of the light source and corrected by
the background, measured away from the structure. The source spectrum is measured with a
highly reflective silver coated mirror.

Reflection and transmission measurements A great advantage of ellipsometry is its high accuracy because only the change of polarization is measured. However, in this thesis for the case
of EBID material, the deposited areas are rather small. While a common ellipsometer has a spot
size of several micrometers an optical microscope provides a rather easy way to focus light to
1µm. A length scale which is accessible with EBID fabrication in a reasonable time. Transmission and reflection measurements are done with the optical microscope Zeiss Axio imager.
For normalization purpose the intensity spectrum of the light source for transmission is directly
measured. The fiber is placed in the middle of the deposit such that any scattering from the edges
of the pad can be neglected.

Measurement of circular dichroism The dissymmetry transmission signal is measured with
the same optical microscope as the scattering and transmission/reflection measurements. Additionally, in the transmission configuration a condenser with polarizing maintaining properties is
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used. After a linear polarizer a lambda /4 wave plate is placed into the beam patch. The lambda
/4 plate can be turned by 180 degree to obtain both circular polarizations.

Brute force algorithm The Fresnel coefficients for reflection and transmission both depend
on the index of refraction of the material. For a single material an analytic expression for the
reflection and transmission can be given. For an absorbing material the reflection R becomes:
R=

(n − 1)2 − κ 2
(n + 1)2 − κ 2

(2.53)

The formula can be used for the case where the material is thick enough thus no reflection from
the backside of the material has to be taken into account. This is easy achievable for example
for a metallic surface which has a high reflectivity and thus a very small penetration depth of
the field. Only a single quantity is measured by reflection, while two parameters have to be
determined. Without any additional information this results in a range of possible n, κ values.
In the case of thin or transparent materials a model of the layer stack has to be build, the same
way as for the ellipsometry measurement. Due to the sub-wavelength thickness of the EBID and
ITO layers, light within these layers is treated as coherent while the glass substrate is treated
as semi-coherent [36]. To find the solution for the n and κ values a brute force approach is
used. Within a specified range of n and κ values the transmission and reflection is calculated for
every given combination and compared to the measured data. Within the brute force algorithm
every layer is represented by a matrix as is every interface between two different materials. The
transmission/reflection can then be represented by this matrices (transfer matrix method). In this
thesis the limit of difference between measured and calculated transmission and reflection values
is set to be below 10−9 to accept the solution.

Ellipsometry The working principle of an ellipsometer is taken from reference [37]. In ellipsometry measurements a complex reflection coefficient ξ is defined, as the ratio of the reflection
rp
coefficients for the p and s polarized states ξ = . The ratio is usually defined by a real and
rs
imaginary part in the following way:
ξ=

|r p | exp(iδ p )
= tan Ψ exp(i∆)
|rs | exp(iδs )

(2.54)

|r p |
and ∆ = δ p − δs . These equations are relating the measurable parameters ψ
|rs |
and ∆ to the material properties. In the simplest case only a single reflection at a planar interface
between a material and air occurs. For this case the dielectric function can be calculated by an
Where tan(ψ) =
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Figure 2.8: The basic components of an ellipsometer are the light source, polarizer, optical
compensator, analyzer and detector [37].
analytic formula:


1−ξ
εr = sin (φ0 ) + sin (φ0 ) tan (φ )
1+ξ
2

2

2

2
(2.55)

With φ0 the incident angle of light. Here, the parameters ψ and ∆ are measured. ξ is calculated
with 2.54 from which the permittivity can be directly deduced. In most cases, however, the layer
stack consists of one or multiple thin layers on top of a substrate. In this case the measured
values would give an effective or often called pseudoelectric dielectric function. The multiple
reflection occurring between the interfaces have to be taken into account thus the measured
values additionally depend on the thicknesses of the layers. A model has to be build with the
input parameters being the permittivities and thicknesses of all layers, except the one being
investigated. By numerical algorithms the measured values has to be fitted to the model for the
unknown layer.
Figure 2.8 shows the basic components of an ellipsometer consisting of a light source, polarizer,
compensator, analyzer and a detector. The compensator (λ -plate) is used to adjust any desired
polarization. A laser can be used as a light source but it is limiting the operation to a single wavelength. For spectroscopic ellipsometry a tunable light source is needed. Here often a broad band
white light source with additional filters is used. Ellipsometry enables a very accurate determination of the thickness of a sample with a precision below one nanometer. This feature is due to
the relative nature of the measurements, as the change in polarization between the incoming and
outgoing beam is measured. In this aspect ellipsometry has a great advantage compared to other
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Figure 2.9: A) Darkfield scattering spectrum on the substrate (green), in the middle of the
pad(red) and on the edge of the pad (black), together with an optical image of the position of the light spot. B) Permittivity of the ITO layer determined with ellipsometry and
transmission/reflection measurements.
absolute optical measurements e.g. transmission and reflection.
The spectroscopic ellipsometry measurement in this thesis are performed with an UVISEL (Horiba
Jobin Yvon) phase modulated ellipsometer. The ellipsometer has an angle of incidence of 70 degree. The incident light is linearly polarized at an angle of 45 degree relative to the plane of
incidence.
Imaging ellipsometry is performed with a Nanofilm EP4 from Accurion with an UV-VIS-IR
nanochromat objective. The angle of incident is 45 degree and 55 degree.

Comparison of ellipsometry and the brute force algorithm To control the results of the
algorithm the refractive index of a sputtered ITO layer is measured and compared to the values
obtained by ellipsometry. Figure 2.9 shows the dark field scattering spectrum on the substrate, in
the middle of the pad and on the edge of the pad. These points are visible in the photographs next
to the image. The arrows indicate which spectrum the images correspond to. It can be seen that
the EBID pad does not show any additional scattering. Just on the edge of the pad a significant
scattering signal is visible due to rapid change in topography. However, in the middle of the pad
where the light for the transmission and reflection measurements is taken no scattering can be
detected. This is important for the algorithm where the only loss channels are the absorption
in the layerstack and the reflection from the interface between the layers. Figure 2.9 B shows
the permittivity of the ITO layer determined by ellipsometry and by optical measurements. The
overall agreement is good. The real part has an offset of about 0.7 between the two measurements
while the imaginary part is determined zero for both methods.
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Raman scattering microscopy In contrast to the elastic Rayleigh and Mie scattering, Raman
is an inelastic scattering process where the photon energy of the scattered light is different from
the incident light [38]. The frequency of the photons changes due to the vibrational modes of
molecules. Since Raman scattering induces a very small frequency shift between the incident
and scattered light with a small scattering cross-section, a light source with a single wavelength
is needed. The origin of the Raman signal is due to the change in polarization. In Raman spectroscopy a molecule is excited by the electric field E with frequency ω0 . The induced polarization
according to formula 2.6 is P = ε0 αE. If the vibration frequency of the molecule is ωm with the
amplitude q0 as a small deflection from the initial position the polarizability can be expanded
into a series of the following form:


∂α
α = α0 +
∂q


q0 ...

(2.56)

0

Inserting this into equation 2.6 yields

P = ε0 αE cos(ωot) + ε0

∂α
∂q


qo E cos((ω0 + ε0 ωm )t) + cos((ω0 − ωm )t).

(2.57)

0

The first term describes elastic scattering, while the second term gives rise to inelastic scattering
where the frequency of light is shifted by the frequency of the molecular vibration, referred to
as Stokes peak for the higher frequency and anti-Stokes peak for the shift to lower frequencies.
Depending if a phonon is absorbed or emitted by the scattering process [38]. Equation 2.57
shows that only molecules with a change in polarization support Raman scattering. Thus, a pure
metallic phase is normally not observable with Raman spectroscopy, while oxides of metal are
[39]. The Raman spectroscopy in this thesis is carried out in a micro-Raman setup in backscattered configuration, using a LabRam HR800 (Horiba Scientific). The light source is a linearly
polarized laser, emitting at a wavelength of 457 nm. An 100x object (numerical aperture 0.9)
is used to focus the laser beam onto the sample, resulting in a spot size of about 700 nm. The
spectra are taken with an Horiba iHR 320 spectrometer.

2.5

Simulation of electromagnetic waves

Mie theory gives the exact solution for the scattering problem of a plane wave with a sphere.
This approach can be modified to e.g. coated spheres or ellipsoids. However, for more complex geometries no analytical solution to the scattering problem is available. Thus, numerical
simulations have to be employed to understand light-matter interaction on a nanometer scale. A
variety of different simulation techniques exist [40]. Under the most common ones are discrete
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dipole approximation (DDA) [41], finite-element method (FE) [42] and finite difference time
domain method (FDTD) [43]. While the last two FE & FDTD are used in this work to simulate
the scattering and transmission of helical plasmonic structures. The FDTD method solves the
Maxwell’s equation in the time domain, with discrete time steps ∆t. The discretization in space is
done by using the algorithm proposed by Yee [44], and the cubic unit cells build up the so-called
Yee lattice. It is a cubic lattice with the dimension ∆x, ∆y, ∆z. While the computation with this
discretization is very efficient the staircase approximation of structures and substrate can lead
to numerical errors [45]. To minimize the probability of errors due to insufficient small mesh
cells, the mesh dimensions are varied until no further changes in peak positions are observed.
The final mesh size cell is 1 nm which is even below the recommended upper limit of λ /20 [46].
Another problem which arises in the time domain is that the optical properties of the material are
in general dispersive. To compute the optical response in time domain a much larger frequency
range needs to be provided than the frequency range of the simulation [40]. The FDTD simulations in this thesis are performed with the commercially available software Lumerical FDTD
SolutionsT M and verified for analytically solvable cases. For calculation of scattering of EBID
nanostructres the implemented TFSF (total-field-scattered-field) source is used. Hereby, the simulation domain is divided into a region, where the total field is computed and an outer region,
where only the scattered field is computed. A plane wave is injected from below the structure
with a linear polarization. Perfectly matched layers are used to hinder reflection from the simulation borders. The simulated setup cannot exactly resemble the experimental setup used for
the measurement, where in darkfiled configuration the sample is illuminated through an annular
ring. In the case of gold nanodiscs it has been shown that this leads to a small blue shift of the
resonance [47]. However, the accuracy of the simulation is high enough to resemble the measurement with its own uncertainties. Circularly polarized light is generated by two plane wave
sources with the same amplitude, linearly polarized in the x and y direction and a phase difference
of 90 and -90 degree for left- and right-circular polarized fields respectively. Contrary to FTDT,
the limitation of a cubic lattice is not given in the FE approach. Here, the Helmholtz equation is
solved in the frequency domain. Material properties, as the refractive index, can directly be used
as input parameters without the need of an analytical model. The simulations are performed with
the commercial software package Comsol [48]. For the simulations a three-dimensional spherical simulation domain with perfectly matched layers at the boundaries is used. The simulation is
build up onto earlier verified models [49]. To determine the scattering spectrum over the whole
spectral range of interest a Matlab script is used to parameterize the wavelength and extract all
required quantities. Both simulations are verified by Mie calculations. Figure 2.10 A) shows
the scattering cross-section of a gold sphere with a radius of 20 nm calculated by Rayleigh approximation, two different Mie calculators and the solution from Lumerical, where a gold sphere
is placed inside the TFSF box and excited by a plane wave. Figure 2.10 B shows the setup in
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Figure 2.10: A Comparison of the scattering cross-section for a gold sphere with a radius of
20 nm calculated with the Rayleigh approximation, MiePlott [30] and Lumerical. B) Setup
used in Lumerical with the TFSF source and a gold helix. Light is emitted from the top and
collected in all directions.
Lumerical used for calculating the scattering intensity of the EBID nanostructures. The yellow
box is the TFSF source where a linear polarized plane wave is injected from the top towards the
helix. The same setup is used to calculate the cross-section for the gold sphere in A. The good
agreement between the different methods proves on one hand the validity range of the Rayleigh
approximation in the case of small particles and on the other hand the simulation setup used in
Lumerical for calculating the scattering cross-section of more complex structures.
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Scanning electron and transmission electron microscopy

Scanning electron and transmission electron microscopy

Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
electron microscope is taken from [50].

The basic principles of the working mechanism of an

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) scans a focused electron beam under high vacuum conditions over a samples surface in a defined square pattern. The primary electrons (PE) undergo
a collision cascade which defines an energy dependent interaction volume. Higher electron energies result in larger penetration depths. A compromise between surface sensitivity and lateral
resolution has to be made when choosing the acceleration voltage (AC). A larger AC leads in
most cases to a lower electron emission yield and a stronger signal from deeper regions while
at the same time the lateral resolution is increased. To simulate the electron yield, energy distribution and penetration depth of electrons into matter Monte Carlo methods are most commonly
used. The scattering cross-section calculated for the scattering of an electron with a charged ion
core is used as an input parameter. The interaction between the PE with the material leads to
several signals, e.g. secondary electrons (SE), backscattered electrons (BSE), Auger electrons,
x-rays and cathodoluminenscence. SE and BSE are used for imaging. BSE result from one or
multiple elastic scattering events of PE with the atomic cores. These electrons are re-emitted
through the surface and can then be collected by a detector. Because of the elastic scattering
most BSE have high energies, close to the energy of the PE. The scattering probability and consequently the electron yield of the BSE depends on the atomic number. This provides a material
contrast where heavier elements appear darker. BSE have an escape depth of up to several µm.
SE result from inelastic scattering of either PE or BSE with outer shell electrons. The PE/BSE
loses energy to an outer shell electron, ionizing the atom. The free electrons can diffuse to the
surface and are re-emitted. The energies of SE are low, with an emission peak around 10 eV
for most materials. While both SE and BSE have an energy distribution from zero to the PE
energy, all re-emitted electrons with an energy below 50 eV are usually defined as SE. Due to
their small escape depth of 1 to a few nm, SE containing more surface information compared to
BSE with an escape depth of up to several micrometer. SE are collected by a positively biased
grid in front of the detector. Their low velocities enable a high detection yield. BSE with higher
energy are not as easy deflected such that only those emitted into the solid angle of the detector
are collected. The surface sensitivity and the tilt dependent yield of SE and BSE result in an
appearance of SEM micrographs similar to camera pictures. SE are normally categorized into
three types. SE1 are the electrons excited by the PE, thus having the smallest lateral distribution.
SE2 are electrons excited by BE within the escape range of the SE. A third contribution, SE3,
comes from BE which interact with the wall of the vacuum chamber. The lateral resolution is
controlled by the escape width of SE1 and SE2. The width of the SE1 escape peak is just several
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nm while the peak SE2 can be of the order of µm.
Another energy loss channel for the PE is heating the sample. Through inelastic collisions the
electrons transfer energy to the lattice vibrations of the sample. The heat impact is proportional
to the beam current as well as to the beam energy.
Interaction between electrons and matter can lead to the ionization of atoms by removing deep
core electrons. The relaxation of electrons from higher energy levels into the vacancy leads to
radiation of photons with characteristic energies depending on the element. This is the basis for
EDX (energy dispersive x-ray) analysis, a method to determine the material composition of a
sample. However, to receive qualitative results for the element composition is highly demanding
for several reasons. First, different elements have different cross-sections for EDX excitation,
hence a standard is needed to quantify elements. Other effects are the absorption of lower energy quants by heavier atoms and inversely higher energy quants can excite EDX radiation from
lighter elements. This correction are often summarized as ZAF correction for atomic number
(Z), absorption (A) and fluorescence (F). The EDX analysis in this work has been done with
a multifunctional Tescan Lyra 3 electron/ion microscope. The microscope is equipped with a
Schottky field emitter for the electron column and a gallium ion source (FIB). Additionally, an
EDX spectrometer (Bruker XFlash) is installed.

Transmission electron microscopy The working principle of a transmission electron microscope (TEM) is taken from reference [51]. In transmission electron microscopy a thin sample
is investigated by the use of electrons which are transmitted through the sample. The electron
energies are usually much higher in TEM (100 -200 kV) compared to typical energies in SEMs
(0.5 - 30 kV). In TEM microscopy the pictures are categorized by the method they are obtained.
In the simplest way a bright field (BF) detector is placed in the electron path below the sample.
Sample positions where the electrons experience a stronger absorption and/or scattering appear
dark, which is normally related to positions of heavier elements. The other detector type is the
darkfield detector which collects scattered electrons. This type of detector is divided into annular
darkfield field (ADF) detector and high angular annular darkfield HAADF detector.
The BF TEM images are taken with a Gatan Orius CCD-Camera inside a CM12 (Phillips) at an
accelerating voltage of 120 KV. The HAADF measurements are done with a FEI Titan Themis3
300 transmission electron microscope, equipped with a EDX spectrometer (Super-X).

Copper All copper-EBID depositions are performed in the Tescan electron microscope MIRA,
equipped with a gas injection system from modular flow [52]. The precursor
bis(t-butylacetoacetato)Cu(II), sometimes named Cu(tbaoac)2 , is used for the fabrication of copper30
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Figure 2.11: A) Sketch of the setup used for electron beam induced deposition (EBID). B)
Electron path by deposition of a pillar, leading to vertical and lateral growth. B is adapted
from [8].
containing deposits. The gas injection system (GIS) reservoir is manually filled prior to each
deposition. The reservoir and needle can separately be heated and the temperatures are set to
100 ◦ C for the reservoir and 105 ◦ C for the needle. The GIS is adjusted to approximately 0.5
mm above the sample surface. The stage is heated to 100 ◦ C . The chamber pressure during
deposition is in the range of 10−4 mbar.
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Electron beam induced deposition (EBID) is based on the dissociative interaction of electrons
with molecules attached on a substrate resulting in the deposition of one part of the molecule.
The molecules are locally injected into the vacuum chamber by a GIS. A typical GIS has a reservoir where the precursor is filled into in its solid form. The reservoir can be heated to evaporate
the precursor and is connected with the vacuum chamber of the SEM through a needle. The
molecules diffuse through the needle onto the substrate, where they adsorb, diffuse and desorb
and continuously are pumped out of the chamber. A steady state condition is reached when the
supply and removal of molecules are equal. The interaction of PE with the substrate leads to
an energy and lateral distribution of SE and BSE. A sketch of the deposition process is shown
in figure 2.11 A. Several possible interaction of these electrons with the adsorbed molecules are
summarized in the following table 2.3 [53]. Further results of electron-matter interaction that
occur are polymerization and sputtering of the material. The first three interactions; scattering,
vibrational and electronic excitation does not lead to any break of molecular bonds. The last four
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interaction
process type
e− (Ei ) + AB -> AB + e− (Ei )
elastic scattering
e− (Ei ) + AB(v) -> AB + e− (Er )
vibrational excitation (VE)
−
∗
−
e (Ei ) + AB -> AB + e (Ei )
electron excitation (EE)
−
·
−
e (Ei ) + AB -> A + B
dissociative electron attachment (DEA)
e− (Ei ) + AB -> A· + B· +(Er )
neutral dissociation
−
·
+
−
e (Ei ) + AB -> A + B + 2e (Er )
dissociative ionization (DI)
−
−
+
−
e (Ei ) + AB -> A + B + e (Er )
bipolar dissociation)
Table 2.3: Summarizing the different interactions between molecules and electrons in EBID
[53].

dissociation processes, namely dissociative electron attachment, neutral dissociation, dissociative ionization and bipolar dissociation are responsible for the EBID process. By these processes
the electron breaks bonds of the molecule resulting in a volatile part which is pumped out of the
microscope chamber and a non-volatile part which forms the deposit. Depending on the electron
energy there are different cross-section for the process types, resulting in different probabilities
for the processes to occur. However, there are several problems to measure exact cross-sections
for the different processes. For example, the formation of transient molecules during the EBID
process is very hard to detect, if the transient molecules are further dissociated. The chemical
reactions that occur during the interaction of electrons with molecules used for EBID have been
studied by surface science techniques [54]. Even though the typical conditions for surface science analysis are different compared to those for EBID, (e.g. lower substrate temperature, lower
power density), it gives an insight into the possible dissociation paths of the molecule [55]. The
atomic composition of deposits of the gold precursor determined at low temperature, exposed
by a broad electron beam from molecularly adsorbed molecules [54] are in the same range as
measured from samples fabricated under typical EBID conditions [56]. Hence, the mechanisms
identified at different conditions may also dominate the EBID process. For the gold precursor
used in this thesis the following decomposition reaction has been identified [54].
AuIII (acac)Me2(ads) + e− → Au0C6 O0.8(s) + H2(g)

(2.58)

+CH4(g) +C2 H6(g) +CO(g) .

(2.59)

The adsorbed (ads) molecule reacts by a neutral dissociation path into the solid (s) fraction
Au0C6 O0.8 and four molecules in the gas phase (g). The resulting EBID material has an atomic
composition of 13 at.% Au, 77 at.% 10 at.% O. The cross-section has a maximum between 150 200 eV for the primary electrons. This suggests that the secondary electrons have a major contribution to the EBID growth. Exactly the full energy distribution of PE, SE and BE has to be taken
into account and integrated over all dissociative cross-sections to determine the contribution of
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each electron specimen [57].
TEM investigations on EBID structures show a carbonaceous matrix with gold inclusions of
around 5 nm in size [58]. Concluding that the gold atoms are to a certain extend free to agglomerate.
A study on the precursor used for platinum containing EBID material [59] suggests a decomposition in the form of
MeCpPt IV Me3(ads) + e → PtC8(ads) + H2(g) v +CH4(g)v .

(2.60)

With a similar primary electron energy dependence as for the gold precursor. To model EBID
processes an integrated energy cross-section (η) is used which can be obtained self consistently
from the simulation or comparison with growth rates [60]. Assuming rotational symmetry the
deposition rate in units of dimension per time can be expressed by the following formula:
Z E0

R(r) = Vm m(r)

0

η(E) fe (r, E)dE

(2.61)

The deposition rate depends on the density of adsorbed molecules on the surface (m), the electron
energy distribution ( fe ) and the energy dependent integrated dissociative cross-section of the
molecules (η) [8]. Vm is the volume of the decomposed molecule.
An analytical description of the EBID process by a continuum model starts from the rate equation
for the molecular density on the surface:



 2
m
∂ m 1 ∂m
m
∂m
= sJ 1 −
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−
−
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(2.62)

decomposition

Four processes are taken into account. (1) The adsorption of molecules from the gas phase
m
is proportional to the precursor flux J, a sticking probability s and the surface coverage 1- .
m0
m0 is the density of one monolayer where the whole surface is covered with molecules. (2)
The diffusion from areas outside the electron beam into the deposition area is described with
the diffusion coefficient Di and the gradient of molecule coverage. r is the distance from the
center of the electron beam. (3) The desorption depends on the residence time τ of a molecule
on the surface after which it thermally desorbs. (4) The decomposition itself is proportional
to the electron distribution and the molecular surface coverage η fe m. For a complete picture
the molecules dissociated in the gas phase have to be taken into account as well. While the
basic mechanism is the same for molecules in vapor phase and adsorbed on the substrate the
cross-sections and the electron densities differ [8]. The deposition process can be limited by
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Figure 2.12: A) Normalized escape distance calculated of 200,000 electrons, with the
Casino software [61] on a silicon substrate with a primary energy of 10 kV. B) EBID pad
with a site length of 1 µm deposited with the gold precursor and a deposition halo with a
radius of approximately 1 µm from the edge of the pattern.
the number of molecules [8]. The diameter of the GIS-needle is usually much larger than the
focus of the electron beam. While the spot of the electron beam can be as small as 1 nm, the
diameter of the GIS-needle is in the range of a few µm an thus the area on the substrate which
is occupied by molecules is of the order of µm2 as well. Consequently the lateral expansion of
EBID deposition is limited by the electron range. Due to the discussed scattering processes of the
electrons they can escape far from the impact of the primary electron beam. Figure 2.12 A shows
the normalized escape distance from the primary electron beam, calculated with the simulation
software Casino [61]. Even though the number of electrons emitted from the substrate strongly
decreases with increasing distance from the PE, there are electrons emitted as far as 1 µm away
from the center. The simulation has been performed with a beam energy of 10 kV and zero
diameter onto a silicon substrate. Figure 2.12 B shows an EBID pad with a side length of 1 µm
deposited with the gold precursor. The deposition time of the pad was 30 minutes. Depicted
in the picture is that the electron density 1 µm away from the structure is still large enough to
lead to a significant amount of co-deposition. This large co-deposition occurs in the molecular
limited deposition regime. In an electron limited process the deposition rate in the proximity of
the electron beam is magnitudes higher compared to µm distance, figure 2.12 A.
The deposition situation changes after an initial deposition step when the deposited area is covered with EBID material. The adsorption rate of the molecules as well as the SE and BSE yield
must now be taken from the EBID material instead of the substrate, or even have a contribution
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Figure 2.13: A) EBID needle onto a pre-thinned Si needle with a diameter around 100
nm. The dashed blue line indicates the border between the Si- and EBID-needle. B) EBID
helix deposited onto a pre-structured pillar for TEM investigations. C) Two EBID pillars
deposited on free standing graphen which hangs between GaN pillars.
from both, since the PE are still penetrating the substrate. The conditions further change for the
deposition of non-planar structures. A pillar, the simplest three-dimensional structure is achieved
if the electron beam is not moved but fixed at one point. The molecules now have to diffuse to
the top of the pillar for further vertical growth. Additionally, the incident electrons are deflected
from the EBID pillar and leaving the pillar to the sites resulting in lateral growth figure 2.11 B.
Geometrical shape and atomic composition depend on the beam parameters and can be adapted
as needed. Most important parameters are beam energy, beam current, dwell time, pixel spacing,
number of loops, in the case of a repetitive pattern, and focus height [60].
There is a variety of different precursors available for EBID. These have to fulfill different demands e.g. a high vapor pressure, thermal stability and sufficiently long residence times when
brought to the substrate [60]. The different types of EBID precursors can be categorized according to their ligands into 6 groups [8].
(1) Organic compounds, (e.g. CH4 ) used for the deposition of carbon. This deposition is also
observed in a SEM by the decomposition of residual gases in the vacuum chamber. Visible as
darkening of the scanned area. (2) Hydrides, (e.g. Si2 H6 ) (3) Halides, (e.g TiCl4 ) often toxic. (4)
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Halogenphosphines, (e.g PF3 AuCl) often corrosive and therefore not optimal for EBID. The gold
precursor PF3 AuCl is one example of this group and results in pure metal deposition [62]. (5) (e.g
MeCpPt(Me)3 ) Organometallics, bonding of a metal atom to a carbon atom. MeCpPt(Me)3 is the
precursor used for the deposition of platinum in this work. Sometimes the subgroup carbonyls
(e.g W(CO) is treated separately (6) Acetylacetonates,(e.g. Me2 Au(acac)) oxygen metal bond.
Me2 Au(acac) is the precursor which is used for the deposition of gold containing EBID structures
in this thesis. Sometimes also referred to as organometallic since the gold atom is also bound to
two carbon atoms (7) Alkoxides, (e.g. TEOS) Commonly used for the deposition of oxides.
Another feature of EBID deposition is the variety of possible substrates. The demands on the
substrate are conductivity and a sticking probability of the precursor molecule. Hereby the EBID
deposition can be placed onto the substrate with high precision of a few nanometer. Figure
2.13 shows three examples of different substrates and high lateral position control. In figure
2.13 A an EBID needle is deposited on top of a Si needle. The dashed blue line marks the
border between the silicon pillar and the EBID needle. In figure 2.13 B, an EBID helix is
deposited onto an pre-structured pillar with a diameter of 300 nm. This sample is used for TEM
tomographic investigations. The structure can directly be investigated without the demanding
sample preparation techniques, commonly used for TEM. In figure 2.13 C, two EBID needles
are deposited onto free standing graphen. The graphen layer hangs between pillars of GaN. Even
though the substrate is as thin as possible the electron yield of graphen is large enough to enable
vertical growth.
Due to the high carbon content in EBID material from organic precursors, purification is an
important topic. By varying the deposition parameters beam energy and beam current the composition of the material can be modified. A general trend is that higher beam current and/or
energy leads to an increase metal content by a few atomic percent [12, 63]. The observation
can most likely be explained by approaching full dissociation of all supplied molecules by this
decreasing the number of partially dissociated molecules embedded into the structure. This is
further supported by the observation of a cut-off energy, above no further improvement is observed [64]. Furthermore the generation of heat in the structure, especially with higher beam
energy, may play a role. However, a higher substrate temperature does not lead to any improvement in the case of platinum precursor [56]. Deposition parameters are normally adjusted to
the desired geometry and might not be completely free to choose for optimized composition.
Stronger purification is achieved by adding reactive specimens, like oxygen, and electron irradiation at the same time [65, 66]. In contrast, electron in-situ post irradiation shows no effect [67].
Suggesting that a reactive specimen and an initial reaction power is needed.
Gold-EBID nanopillars showed a vertical decrease in gold content with increasing distance from
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the substrate [68]. Suggesting a purification mechanism of the lower part due to a higher irradiation dose. In contrast to platinum, annealing of the gold containing deposits in vacuum leads to
an improvement of the metal content [56]. A possible explanation is that the gold precursor contains oxygen and thus the required reactive species in itself, while the platinum precursor does
not. Even for the gold precursor, purification by a heated substrate is rather limited while the purification under ambient condition can lead to almost complete purification of the deposits [69].
In summary, all purification methods apply an energy source like a laser beam [70], electron
irradiation [68] or heat [56], where all can be combined with reactive species, most frequently
used is atomic oxygen, atomic hydrogen or water vapor.
The following precursors are used within this thesis:

Gold Gold-EBID depositions are carried out in a FEI Strata dual beam system using the gold
containing precursor Me2 Au(acac), which is inserted inside the chamber through an integrated
Fei-GIS. The temperature of the precursor is set to 34 ◦ C.

Platinum The platinum nanostructure depositions are performed in the same microscope as
the gold depositions, with an additional GIS for the platinum precursor. The platinum deposition
for the ellipsometry measurements has been done in a ZEIS crossbeam microscope equipped
with a multi-GIS and the same precursor as in the FEI Strata, MeCpPtMe3 . The reservoir is
heated in the FEI to 60 ◦ C and in the Zeiss crossbeam to 68 ◦ C.

Selective-Carbon-Mill The purification with water vapor is done in-situ in the FEI Strata directly after deposition. A third flunch is used with the precursor named Selective-Carbon-Mill
(SCM) with the chemical formula MgSO4 ·7H2 0. The temperature is set to 34 ◦ C.

Carbon The carbon nanopillar is deposited with the precursor C14 H10 . The temperature of the
reservoir is 80 ◦ C.
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MeCpPtMe3 (Platinum)

Figure 3.1: A) Comparison of the complex permittivity of platinum [19] and gold [20]. B)
Scattering cross-sections, according to Mie theory [30], of a gold and platinum sphere with
a diameter of 130 nm.
Platinum has shown to support localized surface plasmons on nanostrcuturs which are tunable
over a wide spectral range, starting from the UV into the infrared region. Compared to gold
the scattering intensity of platinum is smaller and the width of the plasmon peak broader [71].
The reason is mainly the higher imaginary part of the dielectric function. This results in higher
damping and thus a smaller scattering cross-section, with a broader linewidth and a blue shift of
the resonances [72].
The same trend is displayed in figure 3.1 B for the scattering cross-section of a sphere with a
diameter of 130 nm calculated by Mie theory [31]. The material data, plotted in figure 3.1 A, are
taken from [19] for platinum and [20] for gold. Compared to gold, the resonance of the platinum
sphere is shifted to lower wavelength.
Platinum has been used in plasmonic devices where the catalytic properties are of more importance than to achieve the highest scattering efficiencies [73]. An Area inside the field of
plasmonics where platinum could play an important role is the fabrication of substrates for surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy. This is the enhanced Raman signal observed on rough or
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nanostructured metal surfaces [74]. The enhancement is due to two major contributions. One is
the enhancement of light intensity in the proximity of metal nanoparticles, the other is a chemical
contribution from a charge transfer between the molecule and the metal, dependent on the adsorb
state of the molecule [74, 75]. E.g. a combination of a gold sphere with a platinum surface of
distinct crystal orientation has shown to exhibit strong Raman enhancement [76].
In EBID the platinum containing precursor MeCpPtMe3 is widely used, resulting in deposits with
a platinum content of around 10 - 20 at.% with a large portion of carbon and a small amount of
oxygen [8]. Besides planar deposits [65] the precursor was also used to fabricate high aspect
ratio nanopillars [77]. In this study the material composition depends on the deposition parameters e.g. the dwell time. In addition to nanopillars Esposito et al [78] grew arrays of helices
with focused electron and focused gallium ion beams. The as-deposited arrays showed a strong
circular dichroism (CD) in the visible and near infrared region. Furthermore, they fabricated
arrays of complex triple-helices which showed an improved CD signal of up to 37 % with an enhanced signal to noise ratio compare to the single helices [79]. In both cases the structures were
modeled by finite difference time domain and showed good agreement between simulation and
measurement. The material properties for the simulation were calculated by Maxwell-Garnett
(MG) theory of amorphous carbon and platinum as input permittivities. Even though the good
agreement between simulation and measurement suggests that the material properties from the
MG approach well resemble the EBID material, no direct measurements of the permittivity has
been done so fare. To further understand the performance of optical structures fabricated with
EBID-platinum, a detailed knowledge of the material optical response is crucial.

3.1.1

Structural properties of EBID-platinum

Chemical composition The composition of EBID-platinum is investigated by EDX on differently thick samples. The thickest pad has a height of 383 nm which allows to probe the pad at
a low beam voltage (4 kV) without any background signal from the substrate. Pads with heights
below 100 nm are fabricated onto a silicon substrate and corrected by a thin film correction with
the STRATAGem software. The pads are measured under two different voltages (5kV and 25
kV). The measured compositions of the pads are shown in the figure 3.2 D. The measurements
on planar structures suggest a rather high platinum content compared to other reported values
from the same precursor [8]. Surprisingly an oxygen signal is detected even though the precursor itself does not contain any oxygen. This propose that the material composition is not solely
determined by the composition of the precursor and deposition parameters but additionally by
e.g. residual gases in the vacuum chamber. Another explanation is that the precursor, adsorbs
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Figure 3.2: A) Array of 7 EBID pads with a side length of 10 µm and decreasing thickness
from left to right. B) AFM image of the first EBID pad. C) EBID helix deposited on top
of a pre-prepared pillar for EDX measurements inside a TEM. D) Atomic percent of pads
with different heights. Corrected by a thin film correction. The data of the helix from C are
added. Lines are to guide the eye.

moisture during storage. The thin pads give slightly lower platinum and higher oxygen values
compared to the thick pad, with a small tendency of platinum increase and oxygen decrease with
film thickness. A possibly reason is purification of the lower part of the pad during deposition
due to a higher electron dose. In contrast to other purification processes of EBID deposits [80]
the carbon content stays constant. This hints to another purification mechanism. Possibly adsorbed moisture is released during deposition. Since the oxygen from the moisture would have
no covalent bonds and thus do not require high activation energy. Similar results have been observed for a copper containing precursor, where the oxygen content of the deposits was higher
than the one of the precursor itself [81].
The data from the helix, figure 3.2 D, show a very low oxygen content. This might hint to a
higher purification of the nanostructure due to a higher electron dose.
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Figure 3.3: A) Raman spectra taken from EBID-platinum pads of 23 nm and 383 nm in
height. Visible are the two characteristic peaks of the D and G band of amorphous carbon.
B) Characteristic values of the Raman spectra for the two different heights.

Carbon configuration by Raman Spectroscopy The MG model describes the permittivity of
a composite material. The solution depends on the permittivities of its constituents. While an
analytical solution exist only for the case of two components, in EBID-platinum carbon, platinum
and oxygen are present. However, the oxygen is not building its own phase and has to be treated
as a perturbation of the platinum phase as platinumoxid or as an oxidized carbon phase. Even
without the oxygen incorporation the properties of carbon based materials show a large variety
depending on the structure [82]. To get some insights into the carbon structure formed during
EBID, Raman spectroscopy is used. Figure 3.3 A shows the Raman spectra of EBID-platinum
pads with a side length of 10 µm and heights of 23 nm (black) and 383 nm (red) respectively.
Both peaks are fitted with a Lorentz shape function. Table 3.3 B shows the main characteristics
of the carbon D- and G-band with their exact peak positions as well as their intensity ratios. For
the pad of lower height both peaks appear at slightly lower wavelength. Also the peak intensity
between the D and G peak decreases for the thinner pad.
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The ratio of the peak intensities of D and G as well as the peak positions is an indicator for
the amoporphization state of carbon. The presents of both peaks indicates a combination of
amorphous carbon and small graphite crystals [82]. A higher peak position as well as a higher
D-peak to G-peak intensity ratio indicates a change from amorphous carbon to nanocrystalline
[83]. For temperatures above 1800 ◦ C a transformation of the crystal size was observed [84]. In
this range an increase in the D to G ratio is related to a decrease in graphite cluster size, known
as Tuinstra and Koenig relation [85]. However, for crystal sizes below two nm this relation is
inversed [83]. EBID-platinum deposits have shown a change in carbon configuration during post
irradiation by an electron beam [86]. The electron irradiation changes the carbon configuration
from amorphous towards graphite. The effects from this transformation is a volume reduction
due to a density decrease of the carbon matrix as well as an increase in conductivity. Also
observed for carbon and cobalt containing precursors during post thermal annealing [87, 88].
In this thesis a different carbon configuration for thin and thick pads is observed, figure 3.4. The
higher pad, with a longer deposition time, shows the feature of a carbon matrix with a higher ratio
of graphite crystals to amorphous carbon. This suggests that the transformation starts already
during the deposition process. A possible explanation for the different carbon configuration in
thicker pads is the higher heat impact during longer deposition times. The observed change in the
Raman peaks is attributed to the conversion of amorphous carbon into nanocrystalline carbon,
with crystal sizes below 2 nm. Another observance during the annealing of a cobalt precursor
was the release of oxygen [88], which agrees with the EDX analysis of platinum in this work,
which shows a small oxygen decrease for thicker pads.

3.1.2

Permittivity of EBID-platinum: Optical measurements and a model

Permittivity from transmission and reflection To determine the permittivity of EBID-platinum
the same method as in reference [36] is used. The EBID pads in figure 3.2 A have a side length
of 10 µm and are grown onto a glass substrate covered with 50 nm ITO. The pads are deposited
at 10 keV energy, 10 µs dwell time, a pitch of 10 nm, beam current of 300 pA and a varying
number of loops (90, 180, 400, 2000) is used to achieve the different heights 23 nm, 46 nm, 95
nm and 383 nm. The pads are measured in transmission and reflection. The normalized spectra
are used as input parameters for the brute force algorithm to determine the permittivity. Figure
3.4 A and B shows reflection and transmission measurements of pads of four different heights.
The transmission shows a steady increase from 450 nm to 900 nm, while the reflection strongly
depends on the thickness of the pad. As expected the thicker pads show a lower transmission,
most likely just due to the longer optical path. Figure 3.4 C and D shows the retrieved real and
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Figure 3.4: A) Measured transmission B) reflection spectra of square EBID-platinum pads
of four different heights. Real C) and imaginary B) part of the permittivity, calculated with
the brute force algorithm.
imaginary part of the permittivity. The lower pads show a minimum value of 3 around 650 nm
for the real part of the permittivity. This minimum seems to shift towards higher wavelength together with a small increase. By the 95 nm high pad and even more pronounced in the case of the
383 nm high pad an additional maximum appears around 600 nm. The height dependence of the
permittivity has its origin in the different platinum content and the different carbon configuration.
However, for all pad heights the retrieved values are above 3 which indicates a dielectric rather
than a metallic behavior. The imaginary part shows small values in the measured wavelength
range while it continuously decreases to longer wavelength.

Permittivity from ellipsometry A common technique to determine the permittivity of thin
films is ellipsometry. Normally performed on large areas makes ellipsometry no suitable tool
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Figure 3.5: Permittivity measured with ellipsometry (height 88 nm) and with transmission
and reflection of the pad with approximately the same height as used for ellipsometry (95
nm).

for EBID where the deposition of areas with sizes of µm2 takes unreasonable long. However,
imaging-ellipsometry is capable to measure areas of a few micrometer [89], which is in the range
of EBID. To measure the permittivity of EBID material with another method holds the promise
to verify the results from the brute force algorithm. For ellipsometry an EBID pad with side
length of 50 µm and 88 nm in height is fabricated. Figure 3.5 shows the complex permittivity
of the EBID-platinum determined with ellipsometry together with the result from the brute force
algorithm of a pad in the same height range. The ellipsometry measurement shows a continuous increase of the real part with increasing wavelength, while the imaginary part has a small
parabolic shape. The real part shows the same magnitude as well as wavelength dependence as
determined with the brute force algorithm, even though the results show some deviation from
another. This remaining difference could result from small mismatch in height or on different
deposition conditions. The sample prepared for ellipsometry is grown on a silicon substrate because of the well-known properties of silicon, making it most suitable for ellipsometry. However,
for the brute force algorithm transmission measurements are necessary demanding a transparent
substrate. Furthermore the deposition conditions are different in the case that for larger pads the
refreshing time (time between the electron beam is on the same position again) is longer. This
might results in different composition and thus different permittivity. The deviation from both
methods is more pronounced for the imaginary part. For the lower wavelength range both methods gives similar results. The decrease determined by the brute force method is not resembled in
the ellipsometry measurements. Even though both method do not perfectly math each other they
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Figure 3.6: A) Real part and B) imaginary part of the effective permittivity of a mixed
material composed of carbon from Hagemann et al. [90] and Lee et al. [91] with a platinum
volume fraction of 18 %. The material parameters for platinum are taken from [19].
both show a dielectric behavior of the material with a low absorption coefficient. The real part of
the dielectric function is positive over the whole spectral range, indication that the as-deposited
EBID material shows no feature of a metal.

Maxwell-Garnett model for EBID-platinum From the investigation of the carbon state inside the EBID material no direct link to the permittivity can be made. However, the knowledge
about the nanocrystalline graphite restricts the possible carbon permittivites to some extent. Together with the results from the EDX measurements some boundaries for the input parameters
for the Maxwell-Garnett model can be identified and the results can be compared to the measurements from the ellipsometry and the brute force algorithm. In figure 3.6 the permittivity of a
mixtures of amorphous carbon with platinum is plotted as well as the permittivity obtained from
the ellipsometry measurement and the brute force algorithm. Figure 3.6 A shows the real part
and B the imaginary part respectively. The material parameters for platinum are taken from [19]
and two amorphous carbon configurations are used, Hagemann et al [90] and Lee et al. [91]. The
second configuration is carbon deposited by EBID with a carbon containing precursor. This is
one example where the dielectric function of EBID material was measured. In this study, dark45
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field scattering properties of as-deposited purely organic EBID material, just containing carbon
and oxygen, using oil molecules (octadecyl-naphthalene) as a precursor supply, has been investigated. The size structure is around 200 nm in height and width while the length is 4.5 µm.
The refractive index has been measured to be almost constant, with a value around 2.5 for the
real part and a very low imaginary part. Starting around 0.7 for 250 nm and even decreasing
for longer wavelength [91]. The permittivity of the effective medium is plotted for a volume
fraction of 18 %. For comparison also the permittivities of the pure carbon phases are plotted in
the graph. The real part of the permittivity is well resembled by the MG model and the carbon
configuration obtained from the carbon containing EBID precursor. The values obtained from
the carbon configuration from Hagemann et al. gives larger values than measured. The decrease
for the imaginary part of the permittivity with higher wavelength is reproduced by the carbon
configuration from EBID. However, the values are too small. This suggests that an additional
loss channel is present in the case of EBID-platinum, additionally to case of pure EBID-carbon.
The incorporation of oxygen into amorphous carbon leads to a decrease in the real part of the
refractive index [92] and thus to a decrease in the real and imaginary part of the permittivity. This
effect might explain the higher values, obtained from the carbon configuration from Hagemann.
The MG model shows that in the typical metal volume range from EBID material the optical
properties are determined by the configuration of carbon where the inclusion of metal particles
leads to higher values for the real part of the permittivity. This might drastically change in the
case of purified material where the metal component becomes dominant. The results support the
validity of the MG theory for modeling the permittivity of EBID materials while at the same time
points out the difficulties by the unknown carbon configuration which depends on the deposition
parameters.

3.2

Me2 Au(acac) (Gold)

Gold is one of the most used materials for plasmonic applications even though there is a search
for replacing it with other materials [93]. In the visible and near-infrared range silver is the best
plasmonic material because it has the lowest losses. In terms of losses gold is the second choice
while it is used more frequently because of its higher chemical stability compare to silver [94].
Besides platinum, gold containing EBID precursors are well investigated. Between the various
possible EBID precursors available for gold deposition the precursor AuClPF3 is one of the view
examples where the resulting structures are of pure gold crystals [95]. However, the precursor
is unstable under room temperature and has to be kept below 10 ◦ C to avoid any decomposition
during storage, making it difficult to handle. The electrical resistance of the pure gold crystals
is still about ten times the balk value due to the grain size structure of the material [96]. The
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precursor used in this work is the metal organic precursor Me2 Au(acac). The metal content for
this precursor is rather low. Reported are values from 5 at.% [80] up to 12 at.% [97] for the
as-deposited structures. There are a variety of different approaches to increase the metal content
of EBID structures mostly applied to planar deposits [80].
So far there hasn’t been paid a lot of attention to the optical properties of EBID material and
its use in nano-optic or plasmonics. As-deposited dots from the precursor have been shown to
support broad resonances without any distinct feature while annealing the material results in
scattering spectra with a peak at around 600 nm [98]. This can be attributed to Mie resonances
of small gold particles. Another investigation with the gold precursor resulted in a thickness
dependent refractive index ranging from dielectric to slightly metallic in the thickness range
from 50 nm to 15 nm [36]. Since the material composition of EBID depends on the deposition
parameters, a different metal to carbon ratio could be one explanation for the height dependence.
Another explanation for the metallic behavior of very thin pads could be that the size of the gold
clusters in the EBID material are approaching the thickness of the pad, thus no longer forming
isolated spheres but a material composite of connected gold spheres.

3.2.1

Structural properties of EBID-gold

As mentioned the gold content from EBID deposits of gold precursors are between 3 - 15 at.%
depending on the deposition conditions. In this thesis EDX measurements on nanopillars in a
TEM shows 10 at.% gold, 11 at.% oxygen and 79 at.% carbon, well in the range of literature
values. There are not many information about the resistivity of this specific precursor. Other gold
containing precursor like (Me2 Au(tfa)) give higher metal contents in the as-deposited structures
of around 20 at.%, with resistivities about 104 µΩcm [96]. It has been shown [95] that the
resistivity of gold EBID can been decreased by three orders of magnitude when changing the
pattern from a single slow to multiple fast scans while keeping the dose and the beam current
constant. However, the improved conductivity was attributed to different percolation of the gold
crystals rather than a higher metal content. The typical EBID microstructure suggests that, as
long as no connection between the metal clusters is reached, the resistivity is dependent on the
distance between neighboring clusters and the resistivity of the surrounding carbonaceous matrix
[99, 100]. This results from the fact that the metal inclusions are highly conductive in contrast to
the surrounding carbon. To determine the resistivity of the as-deposited EBID material from the
gold containing precursor current-voltage curves are recorded between gold pads with different
distances. From the slope the specific resistivity is determined to 3.6 (±14) 104 µΩ cm for the
as-deposited EBID material, which is slightly higher than the value from Me2 Au(tfa).
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Figure 3.7: EBID helices grown at different focal planes of the electron beam. The helix
in the middle is deposited with the focus on the substrate while the helices to the left and to
the right are grown with the focus above and below the surface in 1 µm steps .

3.2.2

Plasmonic nanostructures by EBID-gold: Fabrication and optical properties

Deposition of 3D structures One big advantage of EBID fabrication is its ability to create
complex three-dimensional structures, like helices. One important parameter is the focus height
of the electron beam. This is especially critical because the focus height has to be manually
adjusted before every deposition and is not numerically given into the software as an input parameter, like the accelerating voltage. Thus, the reproducibility of the focus is critical. When
changing the focus the number of electrons impinging onto the surface does not change. Thus a
decrease in the deposition rate is not expected. In fact for the platinum containing precursor even
an increase in the deposition rate for a defocused electron beam was observed [101]. But additional to the increase in volume growth rate was the broadening of deposited pillars observed,
where the vertical growth rate was largely decreased for the defocused beam. Figure 3.7 shows
helices grown with different focal planes of the electron beam. The other deposition parameters
are kept constant at 15 keV energy, beam current 203 pA, pixel spacing of 1 nm and a dwell time
of 1.2 ms, 1.4 ms and 1.8 ms corresponding to the first, second and third pitch. For the helix
in the middle the electron beam is focused onto the substrate and then decrease in one µm steps
for the helices to the left and increased in the same step size for the helices to the right. The
decreased vertical growth rate shrinks the helix to a broad nanopillar.
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Figure 3.8: A) Bending of an EBID pillar by placing the electron beam on the right (blue)
and left (red) site of the pillar. B) Bending and thickening of an EBID pillar when depositing
a second pillar in close proximity. C) Post thickening of the second and third pitch of an
helix to achieve equal wire thickness. D) Thickening of the second pitch from a helix, with
high spacial precision as well as co-deposition on the substrate.

Modification by post-deposition and -irradiation While most EBID structures can be deposited within a single step process, there are ways to further modify and tune the deposited
structures. The impact of the electron beam results in a positive charged surface while the bulk
material has an excess of electrons. In the case of a single nanostructure like a nanopillar it is
expected that most primary electrons (PE) hitting the pillar will be deflected out to the side or entering into the substrate. SE and BE will be excited on the way of the PE and leave the structure
if they are within their escape depth. Thus a nanopillar bombarded with PE is positively charged.
The pillars in figure 3.8 are deposited at 15 keV energy, 203 pA beam current in spot mode with
a deposition time of 6 seconds. Figure 3.8 A shows an as-deposited pillar (green) together with
the same pillar where the electron beam has been placed for 30 seconds 50 nm to the left (red)
and right (blue), respectively. It is observed that the pillar bends towards the electron beam. The
PE has in good approximation a Gaussian shape, so even if the focus of the beam is put 50 nm
next to the structure the tail of the Gaussian beam hits the EBID pillar, resulting in a positive
charge. The process of bending the EBID pillar is reversible by placing the electron beam on
the other site until the point where the pillar is straight again. In figure 3.8 B the same effect is
visible when depositing two pillars in close proximity to each other. As the distance decreases
the first pillar starts to bend towards the second pillar, probably due to the same mechanism as
the deposited structures bend towards the electron beam. Another modification visible when a
second pillar is grown next to another is an increase in thickness for the first pillar. The thickening of the first pillar is due to the tail of the PE to the scattering electrons from the second
pillar. This effect gives a limit to the distance of two EBID structures without perturbation. In
reference [102] this effect was used to increase the growth rate of EBID structures due to an
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Figure 3.9: A) Mie calculated scattering spectra of a pure gold sphere of 70 nm diameter,
with values from [20] compared with scattering obtained from the dielectric function of
EBID from [36] for the thinnest and thickest pad. B) Measured scattering spectra of a single
as-deposited EBID helix. Also plotted are the intensities taking from the substrate and the
helix.
increase of electron yield through forward scattering. However, this effect can further be used to
intentionally modify grown EBID structures. The helix in figure 3.8 C shows a decrease in arm
thickness from the first round to the third. This unequal radius results from the broadening effect
of the already deposited pitches with every new one. This can be compensated by post thickening of the second and third pitch. The grown EBID helix is tilted to 52 degree. A rectangular
pattern shape with 15 keV, 203 pA, pitch distance 10 µm and dwell time 1 µs is used to thicken
the middle pitch for 90 seconds and the third pitch for 180 seconds. In D the thickening has been
performed on the second pitch while the time has been increase to 5 minutes to show the spacial
precision of the post processing step. Visible is also that during the thickening process of the
helix a square is deposited on the substrate resulting from the electrons which are transmitted
through the helix.

Scattering of as-deposited EBID-gold helices A careful search of the relevant literature gave
no result on scattering properties of as-deposited EBID-gold structures reported so far, except
[98], who investigated dots and pillar arrays, as mention before. A single EBID-gold helix with
three pitches is investigated with darkfield scattering spectroscopy. Figure 3.9 B) shows the
scattering spectrum which increases towards higher wavelength. Within the measured spectral
range no distinct features are present. Figure 3.9 A shows a Mie-calculated scattering spectrum
from a sphere with a diameter of 70 nm. The permittivity for the EBID material has been taken
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Figure 3.10: A) Dissymmetry factor of a single as-deposited EBID-gold helix with pitches
from 1 to 6. B) Dissymmetry factor of a helix array with 3x3 helices, three pitches and its
mirror image. Data taken from [103].
from [36] for the thinnest and thickest sample height. As comparison, the scattering spectrum
of a pure gold sphere with the values taking from [20] has been added. Due to the dielectric
nature of the EBID material no distinct resonance is visible for the values from the 50 nm height
pad while the other one shows a very shallow peak around 500 nm. Both plots mainly show a
smooth decrease in scattering intensity as expected for small particles with constant refractive
index. In comparison the pure gold sphere shows a strong resonance around 540 nm. While
the scattering spectrum of the helix shows an increase at higher wavelength suggesting a broad
resonance which might be attributed to the helical shape. In general the dielectric EBID material
hinders the plasmonic resonance, responsible for the strong scattering of small metal particles.

Transmission dissymmetry of as-deposited EBID-gold helices Although the scattering spectrum of the as-deposited helix does not show any distinct features they do exhibit a difference
in transmission of left- and right-circular polarized light shown in figure 3.10, taken from [103].
The single helices show an increasing dissymmetry factor with increasing wavelength. Visible is
also a slight increase with increasing pitch number while the overall signal is low. The dissymmetry signal is stronger when depositing an array of helices, plotted in 3.10 A. The array consists
of 3x3 helices with a distance of 500 nm between the centers of the helices. The array does not
change the general behavior but increases the intensity. Even though the array does not alter the
wavelength dependence, the dissymmetry factor cannot simply be calculated by multiplying the
number of helices with the response of a single one, but shows a lower value. In figure 3.10 B
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the dissymmetry factor of a 3x3 array of helices with three pitches is compared with the same
array where the direction of rotation of the helices is reversed. Depicting a mirror image of each
other the array with the helices rotating anticlockwise shows a slightly lower absolute value of
the dissymmetry. The reason for that could be small geometrical variations in the helices of the
two arrays or being attributed to the uncertainty of the measurement. The inversion of the signal
when changing the rotation of the helix is an indicator that in fact the circular dichroism is measured and no artifact from the light source together with the linear dichroism (LD) of the helices.
That arrays of as-deposited EBID-gold helices do exhibit an linear dichroism has been shown in
[49]. Because of the rotational symmetry of the single helix the origin of the LD is most likely
due to the end of the helix which breaks the rotational symmetry. Another influence could arise
from the array and not the single element.

3.3

Cu(tbaoac)2 (Copper)

High electrical and thermal conductivity are the most famous properties of copper and the reason it is commonly used in electric and electronic devices. Together with its high abundance and
cheap price copper was one of the most important metals in the 20th century used for cables,
generators and transformers [104]. During the last years FIBID and EBID has been used to electrically contact nanometre-sized materials [105, 106]. This depositions were always performed
with a platinum containing precursor which is very well investigated, regarding deposition parameters, conductivity and purification methods [67, 101, 107]. Comparing the bulk resistivities
of platinum and copper, platinum is about 6 times as high. Making copper the more favorable
material for electrical wires. While silver and gold are two of the most prominent materials
used for plasmonics, so far only a few investigations about plasmonics with copper have been
made [108]. Even though in the periodic table copper stands above silver and gold in the 11th
group of the periodic table, featuring the same electron configuration of a full d band and a half
filled s band [109]. The similar configuration suggest that the properties of copper could be as
well suited for plasmonic applications. The desired configuration for plasmonic applications is
a high negative value of the real part of the permittivity and a low value of the imaginary part.
Indicating a strong localization of the electro-magnetic field and a low absorption respectively.
Figure 3.11 shows the permittivity of the three metals gold, silver and copper. Material values
are all taken from [20]. The real part shows a similar metallic behavior for all three materials,
while the value for silver is slightly more negative. In the imaginary part the interband transitions
are visible in form of a step increase. For copper this transition starts around 600 nm, for gold
around 500 nm while the value for silver is shifted to smaller wavelength, starting around 300
nm. It has been shown for all three metals that they exhibit localized surface plasmon resonances
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Figure 3.11: Complex permittivity of Ag, Au and Cu from Johnsson and Cristy [20]. The
similar behavior of the optical properties is due to the similar electron configuration. In the
imaginary part are the different energies visible where the interband transition occurs.

tunable throughout the visible to near infrared spectrum [108, 110, 111]. Without decreasing the
efficiency, silver shows a larger tuning range towards smaller wavelength because of the spectral
position of the interband transition. The advantage of gold over silver and copper is the chemical stability in ambient conditions. The sulfidation of silver leads to a read-shift and decrease
of the dipole plasmon resonance [112]. Copper is also unstable under ambient conditions. At
the copper air interface copper oxides are formed which can be either cuprous oxide (Cu2 O)
or cupric oxide (CuO) depending on the condition during oxidation. For room temperature the
(Cu2 O) face is dominant [113]. For copper particles it was found that the oxidation follows a
linear growth behavior without any self-limiting process within the time frame of one year [113].
Therefore a way of hindering the oxidation of copper nanoparticle when using it for plasmonics
has to be found. It has been shown that a multi-layer graphene can effectively hinder the oxidation of copper nanoparticles [114]. The grown carbon matrix during the EBID process could act
as a natural barrier for the oxidation of the copper structures.
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Figure 3.12: A) Deposited copper pads and the needle of the GIS system. In the left lower
corner is the structure of the copper containing precursor Cu(tbaoac)2 [117]. The atomic
composition of the precursor according to the formula is 1:6:16:26 (Cu,O,C,H). B) Precursor
frozen to the substrate at a temperature of 80 ◦ C. C) Scanning electron micrograph of the
precursor.
3.3.1

A novel copper precursor for EBID: Deposition and 3D structures

Fabrication of copper containing deposits by electron beam induced deposition has been shown
with a type of precursor containing hexafluoroacetylacetonate (C5 H2 F6 O2 ) bound to the copper
atom. With this type of precursor planar structures as well as nanopillars has been realized. The
metal content of this precursor is between 11 at.% [115] and 15 at.% [116] for the as-deposited
material. In Luisier et al.[116] the purity of the material was improved during the Auger electron
spectroscopy measurement leading to copper contents of up to 70 at.%. In reference [115] the
measured resitivities was two times below the value of bulk copper with is in contradiction to the
low metal content. In the case of Luisier et al. [116] the deposited material showed an insulating
behavior and the resistivity could only be measured after purification. A possible explanation
for the mismatch between metal content and very good resistivity stated by the authors [115] is
that both experiments, metal content and resistivity, where performed under different deposition
conditions (30 kV and 50 kV respectively). The copper content of the precursor is in the same
range observed for other materials deposited by EBID [8]. All reported copper precursors contain
fluorine which can be unwanted inside an SEM chamber due to its etching properties. The used
metal-organic precursor bis(t-butylacetoacetato)Cu(II)is a fluorine free precursor which has been
introduced for chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of copper films [117]. The CVD process leads
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Figure 3.13: A) Height of EBID pads for different deposition times, a dwell time of 1 µs
and a point distance of 3 nm. B) Atomic force microscope line scans of one EBID pad. C)
Scanning electron micrograph of an EBID pad. D) Atomic force micrograph of the same
pad.
to planar copper deposits with resistivity as low as 1.67 µΩcm and copper content around 74
at.%. The study of the sublimation of the precursor [117] shows a start by a temperature above
90 ◦ C. To achieve a stable precursor flow the temperature had to be chosen above that point.
On the other hand a low temperature is wanted in EBID to avoid any CVD process during the
growth. For all the experiments the temperature of the reservoir is set to 100 ◦ C. For substrate
temperatures below 90 ◦ C condensation of the precursor on the substrate is observed, figure
3.12). Thus the temperature is set to 100 ◦ C.

Deposition and growth rates The deposition mechanism has been investigated by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and Auger electron spectroscopy for the Cu(I)(hfac)(vtms) [118]. The
main decomposition path was found to be a dissociative electron attachment (DEA) process with
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a threshold of 4 eV. For the precursor examined in this work no dissociation path has been studied so far. In the case of CVD the suggested path is a pyrolysis mechanism where CO2 is realized
during the process. For calculating the deposition rate of the novel precursor, pads with different
deposition times are fabricated and their height measured by atomic force microscopy, figure
3.13. The deposition current is measured to be 7 nA. Other deposition parameters are 15 keV
energy, 10 µs dwell time, 3 nm pitch distance and the number of scans increase from 30 to 300.
The chamber pressure during the deposition was around 5·10−4 mbar. The chamber pressure
drops to 5·10−2 mbar the first time the valve to the precursor chamber is opened at 100 ◦ C. Most
likely due to the release of water absorbed by the crystal precursor. After the normal pressure
is restored, opening and closing the valve do not lead to any measurable pressure change in the
vacuum chamber, suggesting a vapor pressure below 5·10−4 mbar. The square pads have an edge
length of 10 µm. The volume of the pads where calculated by the pad area (100 µm 2 ) multiplied
by their height measured in the middle of the pads. By this the high edges of the pad as well as
the not perfectly sharp sides are neglected. With this the volume deposition rate (R) is
R = 0.026

µm3
,
nAmin

which is comparable with the deposition rate of common platinum precursors [101]. The AFM
image reveals the top edge of the pad being higher than the point in the center, having an indented
shape. This indicates a precursor limiting growing regime, where the middle of the scanning are
becomes depleted and though the deposition rate decreases [6, 119]. Also noticeable is the
shoulder pointing towards the direction of the gas flow is slightly higher than the one at the
opposite site, originating from a different precursor supply [120].

Nanostructering One big advantage of EBID is its ability to fabricate complex three dimensional nanostructures by utilizing the small interaction volume of the electron beam with the
substrate. The simplest nanostructure can be produced by spot mode irradiation. Figure 3.14 A
shows a fabricated EBID pillar with a diameter of 100 nm and a height about 1.5 µm and a deposition time of 60 seconds grown at a current of 0.05 nA. The estimated volume deposition rate
µm3
. Comparison of the deposition rate of the planar structures
from the nanopillar is 0.0047
nA · min
and the nanopillar reveals a strong decrease in deposition rate of about one order of magnitude.
A possible explanation for the difference is the change in molecular supply when depositing planar structures compared to nanostructures. While in the latter case the molecules are dissociated
at one point, leading to a strong molecular limited regime. In the case of planar structures there
exist a certain time until the same point is irradiated again. Even though the deposition current
for the planar structures are much higher compared to the nanopillars. Another effect, in the case
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Figure 3.14: A) Electron micrograph of a single nanopillar deposited on glass covered with
50 nm ITO. B) Copper helix with three pitches. C, D) Transmission electron micrographs
of a copper pillar. Visible is the typical EBID structure, copper particles embedded in an
amorphous carbon matrix
of high nanopillars is that the molecules have to diffuse to the top for further vertical growth.
Taking that into account the growth rate value for the pillar is just an averaged growth rate for
the specific height of 1.5 µm. The growth rate of the nanopillar tip in comparison with known
copper precursor from literature [116], shows a slightly higher tip growth rate of 50 nm / sec.
The helix in figure 3.14 B is deposited with a circular pattern with radius of 120 nm, a point to
point distance of nominal 0.5 nm and a dwell time of 30 ms. The total deposition time of the
helix is 2 min.

3.3.2

Structural properties of EBID-copper

In the TEM images in figure 3.14 C and D the typical structure of EBID material is visible. The
dark dots are copper particles embedded in an amorphous carbon matrix visible in light. From
the high resolution TEM the size of the particle can be estimated to have a diameter about 10
nm. Often EBID material suffers from a high carbon content especially when using organic
precursors. The metal content can be about 8 or 15 at.% for organic gold and platinum precursor
respectively [121]. By EDX, it is difficult to determine the absolute percentage values of the
constituents of the EBID material since light elements like oxygen and carbon are difficult to
quantify. For better comparison the peak ratios from copper to oxygen and carbon are plotter in
table 3.1, as well as the EDX spectra of an copper foil with a high purity (> 99,999 % ) 3.15. As
expected the peak ratios of pure copper show very high values, with just traces of oxygen and
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Figure 3.15: A) EDX spectra of the solid crystalline precursor, a copper foil with a purity >
99,999 % and an EBID pad grown on a silicon substrate with a height of 400 nm. B) EDX
mapping of the elements oxygen, carbon and copper from an EBID pillar taking in a TEM.
peak ratio
Cu/O
Cu/C

pure copper
38.7
54.2

EBID pad
1.9
1.2

EBID precursor
0.9
0.4

at. %
Cu
O
C

97
1
1

24
24
51

11
23
66

Table 3.1: Peak ratios from EDX measurements on EBID an pad, pure copper and the
copper precursor.
carbon which most likely result from residual gases in the vacuum chamber. To determine the
composition of the precursor is even more critical because the precursor decompose during the
measurement by the impact of the electron beam. Calculation from the chemical formula gives a
composition of 4 at.% Cu, 26 at.% O and 70 at.% C. The measured copper content is 7 % above
the calculated value from the formula, likely due to the decomposition. The spectrum of the
EBID pad shows no signal from the silicon substrate therefore all signal originate from the EBID
pad itself. The measurement shows a high copper content of 24 at.% with is a large increase to the
pure precursor. The spectrum also propose that mostly carbon is removed during the deposition
process while the oxygen content stays constant within the reliability of the measurement. In
the EDX mapping in 3.15 B of an EBID pillar the common EBID structure of metal particles
embedded in an amorphous carbon matrix is confirmed. The oxygen signal in the mapping is
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Figure 3.16: A) Raman spectra of an EBID pad, EBID precursor and the substrate. The
complex structure of the precursor developes into a broad spectrum, typical for amorphous
material. Indicated are three Raman lines for Cu2 O [122] corresponding well with the measured spectrum. B) Raman features of the amorphous carbon matrix in the EBID material.

visibly mostly in the areas of the matrix but not absent in the copper particles, hinting to partial
oxidized copper. This assumption is later in this thesis further supported by the Raman spectrum
of a deposited pad. Since the material composition of EBID material changes with the deposition
parameters the EDX signal from nanostructres is expected to exhibit a different composition than
planar deposits. During the EDX measurement on single nanopillars in a TEM a strong signal
from the substrate was always visible which makes the analysis difficult. The average EDX
signal from 8 nanopillars gives an composition of 26 at.% Cu 13 at.% O 61 at.% C. This shows a
low increase in copper and carbon content compare to oxygen. To come to a better understanding
of the material configuration and change during deposition Raman spectroscopy measurements
are performed on EBID pads as well as on the precursor before deposition. The Raman spectrum
in figure 3.16 A of the precursor shows a complex structure with a number of distinct peaks.
Under the impact of the electron beam the spectrum changes to a broad Raman response typical
for amorphous materials. The diverse feature of the material before and after EBID suggest a
complete break of all bonds present in the crystalline structure. The three small peaks visible
in the deposited EBID pad at 150, 220 and 630 nm suggests a partial oxidized copper state in
the copper particles [122]. This is important in view of the dielectric function of the resulting
material since the permittivity depends on the oxidation state. In figure 3.16 B is one larger peak
around 1580 cm−1 and one minor peak around 1350 cm−1 visible. These can be attributed to the
amorphous carbon of the EBID material. These peaks are referred to as D for disordered and G
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for graphite peak [120]. The intensity ratio of the D to G peak is a measure of the amorphization
state of carbon. The low value of 0.3 for the EBID carbon as well as the G-peak position of 1580
cm−1 hints to highly amorphous carbon [82]. In comparison to the platinum precursor the lower
D to G ratio and the G-peak position and higher wavenumbers indicate that the carbonaceous
structure is different for the EBID-copper material compared to the EBID-platinum. The lower
peak ratio indicates a larger ratio of amorphous carbon to crystalline graphite.
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Figure 3.17: A, B) Measured transmission and reflection of EBID pads for five different
heights. Retrieved real C) and imaginary D) part of the permittivity for each pad.
3.3.3

Permittivity of EBID-copper: Optical measurements and a model

Permittivity from transmission and reflection To determine reliably values for the optical
response of EBID fabricated material is difficult due to the long deposition times for large areas.
This makes standard measurements like ellipsometry very time consuming or even unrealistic.
To find the permitivitty values for the invested copper precursor the same method as in reference
[36] is used. The reflection and transmission of EBID pads with a side length of 10 x 10 µm
deposited on a glass substrate covered with a 50 nm layer of ITO and a brute force algorithm is
used to retrieve the optical constants. The measured transmission and reflection curves together
with the permittivities for five different pad heights are plotted in figure 3.17 A and B. The transmission measurements show an almost flat dependence in the wavelength range up to 600 nm,
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Figure 3.18: Averaged real A) and imaginary B) permittivity for the five EBID-copper pads,
together with the standard deviation of the five pads.

followed by a linear increase. While the reflection is below 20 % for all measured pads it shows
slightly different behavior for different thicknesses. At about 750 nm a peak for the pad with a
thickness of 186 nm is visible which could possibly originate from a resonant mode, where the
pad height is roughly one quarter of the wavelength. All pads show a dielectric behavior with a
positive real part of the permittivity for all wavelength. Thus also for the copper precursor with
a higher metal fraction than the platinum precursor the optical properties are to a great extend
determined by the carbonaceous matrix.
The permittivities of the individual pads show a large variation. However, direct correlation between the pad height and the permittivity could not be found. The different deposition times
could lead to different material compositions, as seen for the platinum deposits. In the case of
a nanopillar the composition is not uniform throughout its height [77]. Another explanation is
a different configuration of the copper crystals or the carbon matrix. Belic et al [68] found a
growth in crystal size for a gold precursor under electron irradiation. While the change in carbon
configuration for different deposition parameters is not well know it has been shown that a post
heating step is changing it to a great extent [88]. In comparison the deposits of the platinum
precursor showed a clear trend to higher metal content and higher degree of graphitization with
higher pads. If the difference for the deposits of the copper precursor is due to another height
range of the pads or another precursor is not clear yet. Figure 3.18 shows the averaged permittivity of the five copper-pads together with the standard deviation. This shows a clear trend
of an increase in the real part of the permittivity from 3 to 4 with increasing wavelength. The
imaginary part shows a maximum around 550 nm, which could correspond to a Mie resonance
of copper particles in the carbon matrix.
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Figure 3.19: A) Exponential decay of light intensity versus layer thickness of EBID pads.
B) Comparison of the imaginary part of the refractive index determined with the brute force
algorithm and with the transmission measurements using formula 3.1.

Attenuation factor from transmission measurements Their is another way to evaluate the
transmission data and determine the imaginary part of the refractive index and by this verifying
the data from the brute force algorithm. In this method the following formula is used to link the
absorption of light by traveling through a media with the imaginary part of the refractive index
a=

4πκ
.
λ

(3.1)

To determine a the transmission at one wavelength is plotted against layer thickness and fitted
with an exponential decay. The resulting exponential decay factor is set into equation 3.1 to
calculate the imaginary part of the refractive index. There is a systematic error when using
this method because the multiply reflection between the surfaces are not taken into account.
But it provides an approximation of the magnitude of a and can be used to verify the brute force
algorithm. The transmission measurements are done from the direction of the substrate. Thus the
same intensity impinging on the different EBID pads. The value at thickness 0 nm corresponds to
the transmission of the substrate far away from the deposited EBID pads. At higher wavelength
the two method give similar results while at wavelength below 600 nm the brute force algorithm
shows a decrease while the values determined from 3.1 shows a steady increase.

Maxwell-Garnett model for EBID-copper The MG model is used to calculate the permittivity from EBID-copper. The input parameters for the MG model are the permittivities of the
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components and their volume filling fraction [24].
εMG = εC

εCu + 2εC + 2 f (εCu − εC )
εCu + 2εC − f (εCu − εC )

(3.2)

f is the volume filling fraction of the copper inclusion. The MG theory distinguishes between
a background medium and the inclusions. Due to the higher content of carbon, it is set as
background medium. The EDX measurements gives an atomic composition of the material.
To estimate if the volume composition differs from the atomic composition the molar volume
density has to be calculated. The EBID-copper consists of carbon, oxygen and copper. The
density of carbon varies depending on the configuration and a value for pure oxygen gas is not
useful and here neglected. The values from [123] for copper and amorphous carbon leads to the
following molar volume:
molar density
V
=
mol volume density

copper
volume density 8.96 g/cm3
molar density
63.5 g /mol
molar volume 7.1 cm3 /mol

(3.3)

carbon
1.95 g/cm3
12.1 g/mol
6.2 cm3 /mol

Table 3.2: Molar densities of amorphous carbon and copper. Data are taken from [123].
The estimated molar volume of copper is only slightly above the value for amorphous carbon,
suggesting that also the volume fractions just varies little from the atomic fractions. A big uncertainty in modelling the dielectric function of the EBID-copper is the influence of the large
portion of oxygen in the deposits. Thus the material is no simple mixture of two pure elements.
Especially, since carbon already by itself occurs in many configuration with very different properties. An analytic formula for the MG equation can just be given in the case of two phases.
To approximate the dielectric function of the EBID-copper material the values for copper [20]
is used, even though the EDX measurements showed a weak oxygen signal from the copper
spheres and the Raman measurement gave a small signal from Cu2 O. Due to the small signals it
is assumed that the main portion of the copper inclusions are of unoxidized. For the carbon matrix the Raman spectrum showed a highly amorphous carbon phase. The values for amorphous
carbon from Hagemann et al. [90] are used, while the large oxygen content is not taken into
account. Figure 3.20 shows the results from the MG theory of EBID-copper for three different
copper concentrations. While the real part well resembles the measurements the imaginary part
shows lower values. This suggests that the permittivity values assumed for the carbon phase
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Figure 3.20: A) Real and B) imaginary part of the Maxwell-Garnett model. The model uses
the dielectric function of copper from [20], and of carbon from [90].
are too high. A possible reason is the high oxygen content. Measurements on hydrogenated
carbon with different oxygen contents have been shown that the refractive index is significantly
decrease with increrasing oxygen [92, 124]. The real part of the measured permittivity is close
to the one for pure carbon. Thus the copper inclusions just play a minor role in the permittivity
of the effective medium.

3.3.4

Plasmonic scattering by EBID-copper

The retrieved values for the permittivity of the five as-deposited EBID-copper pads showed a
large variation and have been averaged in figure 3.17. To test if the mean value can be used
to simulate the optical properties an array of 8 x 8 nanocones with a distance of 400 nm and a
base diameter of 80 nm is fabricated, figure 3.21 A. It is measured by darkfield scattering spectroscopy and compared to FDTD simulations. Figure 3.21 B shows the measured and simulated
scattering intensity. The as-deposited structures exhibit a resonance around 550 nm. The simulation with the retrieved permittivity resembles the resonance of the as-deposited cones. However,
the measurement show a steeper decrease with increasing wavelength than simulated.
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Figure 3.21: A) Array of 8 x 8 nanocones with a distance of 400 nm, base diameter of 80
nm and a height of 250 nm. B) Measured and simulated scattering spectra of the array.
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Figure 4.1: A) Extinction cross-section of a dielectric sphere (ε = 2) with a radius of 30
nm coated with different thick gold layers from 0 nm (pure dielectric) to 30 nm (pure gold),
calculated with equation 4.1. Data for gold are taken from Johnson & Cristy [20]. B)
Simulated scattering intensity of a three pitch helix ranging from pure EBID to pure gold
examine the influence of different thick gold shells. EBID values are taking from [36] of the
thinnest pads. Values for gold are taken from [20].
Despite the high resolution that can be achieved by electron beam induced deposition including
the possibility to create truly three-dimensional nanostructures current applications in plasmonics are rather limited. The most important reason for this is the low metal content in the material
and the consequently poor plasmonic response. To be able to explore the advantages of the
flexibility of EBID fabrication for plasmonic it is necessary to find a way of improving the optical response without altering the high precision geometric features. A possible way is to use
a two-step fabrication method in which the first step defines the geometry of the structure by
EBID while the second step covers the EBID structures with a pure metal layer. This two step
process has the advantage to be able to optimize the precursor and deposition parameter used
for EBID independently from the coating process. In general the theoretical description of these
core-shell structures becomes more complex because two different materials and their interfaces
have to be considered. A core-shell structure can be described with a hybridization model in
which plasmons are excited on the inside and the outside of the shell. These plasmons form a
coupled state[125]. Yet, calculations of the scattering cross-section of the individual outer and
inner plasmon reveals the dominance of the outer one for shell thicknesses around 20 nm in the
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case of gold [126]. In the simply case of a coated sphere in the quasi static limit an analytic
expression for the polarizability (α) is given by: [29]
α = 4πr23

(εs − εm )(εc + 2εs ) + f (εc − εs )(εm + 2ε2 )
(εs + 2εm )(εc + 2εs ) + f (εc − εs )(2εm − 2εs )

(4.1)

In this equation r2 is the radius of the whole sphere and f the ratio of the radii of the inner
r1
and outer sphere (f= ). The polarizability depends on the dielectric functions of the core (εc ),
r2
the shell (εs ) and the the surrounding medium (εm ). It further depends on the radius of the
inner r1 and outer sphere r2 . The skin effect of the metal shell allows the electromagnetic wave
just to penetrate several nanometers inside the structure. Thus exciting the outer plasmon more
effectively. Figure 4.1 A shows the minor difference of the polarizability of a pure 30 nm gold
sphere and a core-shell structure of a 10 nm dielectric core with a 20 nm gold shell. The plots are
calculated by evaluating equation 4.1, taking the surrounding medium to be vacuum, a dielectric
core with a constant permittivity value of 2 and a gold shell with the material data from [20].
A metal shell also determines the scattering properties of more complex structures. In figure
4.1 B the scattering intensity for a helix with three pitches is calculated by the FDTD solver
Lumerical. The radius of the helix wire is assumed to be constant with 30 nm while the EBID
core is changed from 0 nm (pure gold) to 30 nm (pure EBID). The material properties of gold are
taken from [20] and the material properties of EBID are taken from [36]. The graph shows no
major changes for layer thicknesses above 15 nm. The weak influence of the core is not changing
when taken other dielectric materials like silicon or air as core material. The common influence
of a dielectric core in the case of the coated sphere and the helix is a resonance shift to higher
wavelength. The same occurs if a metal particles is placed into a dielectric medium. Though in
the case of a core-shell structure with a gold shell around 20 nm, the influence of the core can
be simplified as an effective surrounding medium, without taken the hybridization model into
account. Additionally the resonances of the helix are damped with an increase core thickness
which is the opposite effect that occurs with a gold sphere placed inside a dielectric.
The major influence of the metallic shell promotes the idea that plasmonic structures with an
EBID core can be used for plasmonics and show comparable performances as pure metals. A
possibility to cover EBID deposits is to use physical coating techniques like sputtering or evaporation. This methods allow for an easy and fast coverage of different kinds of materials. In
this thesis electron beam evaporation is used to cover EBID-gold helices with a 20 nm layer of
pure gold. For this three-dimensional structures the sample has to be tilted and rotated during
evaporation to achieve a uniform layer thickness on all sides. Nevertheless, when covering complex three-dimensional structures or arrays with elements close to each other, a shadowing effect
is expected, where the structures have differently thick layers of metal on different sides. One
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example in literature where the combination of EBID growth plus a metallic shell was used was
in the fabrication of high aspect ratio nanoantennas, using a silicon containing precursor. These
vertical nanorod antennas were covered with a layer of pure gold sputtered onto the structures
after fabrication [127]. The rods were than investigated by cathodoluminescence. In this study,
the influence of the core on the effective refractive index is still visible even at a layer thickness
of 30 nm. Even though also in this case the influence of the core seems to decrease for increasing shell thickness the effect is still larger than in the calculated examples of a coated sphere and
a coated helix. The reason is likely due to the different excitation methods. Considering light
as the source of excitation the field is damped when penetrating the material. While electrons
accelerated with 30 kV, [128] are penetrating the whole nano-antenna and though also exciting
the plasmons on the inside of the metal dielectric interface directly.

4.1

EBID helices with a pure gold shell by physical vapor deposition (PVD)

Helices with sizes in the nanometer range can be fabricated by EBID but the material composition is not of pure gold but a carbonaceous matrix with gold inclusions. EBID-gold helices with
three pitches are fabricated by EBID as described in chapter 3.2.2. In a second step a 20 nm
thick pure gold layer is added by electron beam evaporation. Therefore, the sample is tilted to
90 degree and rotated to achieve a nearly uniform thickness on the structure.

4.1.1

Darkfield scattering of a single helix

Darkfield scattering spectroscopy is used to compare the plasmonic properties of as-deposited
EBID-gold helices and core-shell helices with an EBID core and a plasmonically active pure
gold layer. In comparison to most studies on EBID helices [78, 128, 129], where arrays of helices
were studied, this thesis focuses on the properties of single plasmonic helices. In an array the
local currents induced in the respective helices influences the neighboring ones which lead to
a strong resonance shift in the infrared region [130]. By investigating single helices all effects
which originate from the interaction of different helices in an array can be ruled out. Figure 4.2
shows a scanning electron micrograph of a single as-deposited helix with three pitches (A) and
with an additional pure gold layer of 20 nm (B). The external diameter of the helix is 180 nm
with an wire thickness of 65 nm (including the pure gold layer) and an averaged vertical pitch
of 220 nm. In figure 4.2 C the darkfield scattering spectra of both helices are plotted. The graph
shows the low broad scattering spectrum of the as-deposited helix changes into a spectrum with
stronger signal, which shows two distinct resonances around 600 nm and 950 nm. To analyze the
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Figure 4.2: Helix with three pitches A) as-deposited and B) covered with a 20 nm layer of
pure gold respectively. C) Darkfield scattering spectra of both helices.
resonances of a single gold-helix it is convenient to start at the resonance of a single gold sphere.
According to Mie theory a small gold sphere supports a resonance around 550 nm [11]. This
single resonance of a gold sphere splits into two resonances in the case of a nanorod [131]. A
transverse mode for the polarization of the exciting light parallel to the short side of the nanorod
and a longitudinal mode for the polarization parallel to the long side of the pillar [131].
In analogy to this an effective rod length can be assigned to the helix. The length of the rod is
calculated by the arc length of the helix [132]
larc = NPitch

p
π 2 d 2 + h2 .

(4.2)

NPitch is the number of pitches, d is the external diameter and h is the height of one pitch. Discrete
dipole approximation (DDA) calculations on a silver helix showed oscillating charges along the
helix wire [132]. These oscillations result in a number of dipoles, with an effective dipole length
of approximately half the arc length of one pitch. More precise in the case of a helix with
three pitches 3/8 of a single arc length. Thus the effective length does not strongly depend on the
number of pitches, but the height of a single pitch and the radius of the helix. Figure 4.3 A shows
the calculated scattering intensities of a gold nanorod with a radius of 35 nm and three different
heights. Clearly visible is the appearance of the transversal and longitudinal mode for the two
polarizations. The spectral position of the resonances coincide approximately with the observed
resonances of the helix. In Figure 4.3 B the effective length of a helix with three pitches is plotted
for different pitch heights and diameters of the helix. The increase of both diameter and pitch
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Figure 4.3: A) Scattering spectrum of a gold nanorod for two polarizations. B) Effective
length of a helix for different pitch heights and diameters.
height increase the effective length. However, the influence of the diameter is much stronger.
This model explains the minor influence of the number of pitches on the spectral position of the
maximum dissymmetry, observed for core-shell gold helices [133].

4.1.2

Dissymmetry transmission measurement and simulation

In reference [103] (see also section 3.2.2) it has been shown that already the as-deposited EBIDgold helices show a dissymmetry in the visible spectral range. However, the signal from a single
helix is very low. The scattering intensity of a helix could be well improved by adding a layer
of pure gold onto the EBID material. The pure metal supports the oscillations of electrons
in contrast to the dielectric as-deposited EBID material and thus displays a more pronounced
spectrum and an increase in scattering intensity. Since the height of the dissymmetry value
has its origin as well in the capability of the helix to support plasmons it is expected that the
additional pure gold layer will also improve the dissymmetry factor. As circular polarized light
is equivalent to a superposition of two orthogonal linear polarized light beams with a phase
difference of ±90 degrees, it is expected that the maximum of the dissymmetry factor should
occur at the positions of the resonances of the scattering experiment [134].
The darkfield scattering spectrum of the gold covered helix supports two resonances, one in the
visible spectral range around 600 nm and the other in the near infrared region around 950 nm.
The origin of the two resonances can be explained by the effective dipole approximation. In this
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Figure 4.4: A) Transmission of right-circularly polarized and left-circularly polarized light
through a single EBID-gold helix evaporated with a 20 nm layer of gold. B) Dissymmetry
factor of the helix. As comparison the dissymmetry factor of an as-deposited helix [103] is
also plotted in the graph (red line). The green line shows the background signal from the
substrate.

the helix is treated as a nanorod with an effective length of approximatley half the arc length of
one pitch. However, one feature of helical structures is their sensitivity to the circular polarization
state of light [135]. This sensitivity was first shown for the case of pure gold helices, fabricated
by direct laser writing with sizes in the µm range [135]. These exhibit a contrast in transmission
in which light of opposite hanedness as the helix is transmitted while the other polarization is
reflected. In this size range of the helices the operation wavelength was in the infrared region.
The authors stated that the system can be tuned to lower wavelengths by miniaturization of the
structure, as long as the operating frequency is below the plasma frequency of the metal [135].
An intuitive picture of the origin of circular dichroism (CD), defined as the difference in absorption between left- and right circularly polarized light, is given by the Born-Kuhn model for
plasmonic structures [136]. This model accurately describes the origin of the CD signal for two
vertical separated gold nanorods in a L-shape configuration. Resonances occur at those wavelength, where the rotating electric field vector, aligns with both nanorods. This occurs at different
wavelength for left- and right rotating fields. Even though the situation is different for a helix,
because the whole structure is connected, the model shows the generally expected shape of a CD
spectrum with a positive and negative part, which corresponds to symmetric and anti-symmetric
excitation of the nanorods. Also the optical rotation of linearly polarized light with its maximum
value at the position of zero CD is reflected by the model.
A dipole model [134] gives a more general explanation for the CD of chiral structures. The model
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describes circularly polarized light as a series of dipoles aligned in the direction of propagation
of the light and rotated according to the handiness of the light. The excitation of the structure
occurs at points where the orientation of the dipoles fits with the orientation of the structure.
This explanation has been used to interpret the results for truly three dimensional EBID helices
[13]. Here, the individual pitches were described as unit cell which exhibit resonances according
to the appropriate alignment of dipoles. The CD signal from the helix finally results from the
hybridization of the respective pitch resonances [135].
Arrays of EBID helices with a silicon core were covered with pure gold by physical sputtering
These have been shown to exhibit a strong difference in absorption respective to the circular
polarization in the visible range [128]. The helical arrays showed a maximum in the transmission
difference between left- and right circular polarized light around 700 nm. Variation in the height
of the helix showed an increase in optical activity with larger height while at the same time the
position of the resonance stayed almost constant [133].
Figure 4.4 displays the difference in transmission of left- and right-circularly polarized light
through a single EBID-gold helix with a 20 nm thick pure gold layer. The pure gold layer is added
by e-beam evaporation on a rotating sample with a tilt of 90 degrees. The overall transmission
is above 60 %. The minimum in transmission for the RCP is around 550 nm. In figure 4.4 B
the dissymmetry factor of the same helix is plotted, were the as-deposited helix is added for
comparison. The dissymmetry factor shows a more pronounced peak with the additional layer of
gold onto the EBID helix. In the case of the helix with a pure gold shell the dissymmetry factor
shows a maximum value around 600 nm.
A numerical investigation of metal helices revealed that the influence of the height of the helix is
of minor importance while the resonance position does shift linearly with the radius [130]. The
negligible influence of the pitch height on the spectral position of the dissymmetry was shown for
EBID helices covered with gold [133, 137]. The same behavior is found in this thesis by increasing the number of pitches from three to five. For different pitches the position of the maximum
value does not significantly shift. The maximum around 600 nm correspond to the lower wavelength resonance position observed in the darkfield scattering spectrum. Unfortunately, the setup
does not allow for the dissymmetry measurement in the infrared region. Thus the selectivity on
circularly polarized light of the second resonance can so far not be verified by measurement.
Simulation of a pure gold helix shows the dependence on the circular polarization state of light
also for the long wave resonance. Figure 4.5 shows the simulated transmission of right- and
left circularly polarized light and the resulting dissymmetry factor. The lower wavelength part,
which is accessible by our measurement setup, shows good agreement with the measurement.
The first maximum of the dissymmetry is reproduced while in the simulation. The second max73
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Figure 4.5: A) Simulated transmission of right- and left-circularly polarized light of a single
gold helix. The measured data are added as dashed lines. B) Simulated and measured
dissymmetry factor of the helix.
imum appears in the simulation at approximately the same wavelength as the second resonance
in the darkfield scattering measurement. Hence, the number of resonances and their position can
be identified by unpolarized darkfield scattering spectroscopy.

4.2

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) of platinum on EBID nanostructures

EBID enables the fabrication of complex 3D structures. The high carbon content on the other
hand makes a uniform coating of pure metal desirable. With e-beam evaporation smooth coverage can be achieved in the case of simple single structures. To be able to cover arrays with small
distance and more complex shapes, a more advanced technique is favorable.
Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) is a chemical vapor deposition technique, capable of uniformly
coating three-dimensional objects. A sequence of self-limiting processes allows for nanometer
precise coverage of even structures with high aspect ratios [139]. The basic ALD process is
divided into two parts, figure 4.6. First, the precursor (reactant) binds to functional groups on
the surface. Consequently, a functionalized substrate is needed to start the ALD process. After
purging the excess precursor with by-products out of the reaction chamber, the second half reaction starts with the introduction of the co-reactant. It binds to the adsorbed precursor until all
free bonding sites are occupied and removes the ligands of the precursor. After the second purge
step, where all reaction products are pumped out of the chamber, one ALD cycle is completed
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Figure 4.6: 4 steps of ALD deposition. 1) Adsorption of precursor molecules on the surface.
2) Purge of by-products as well as excess precursor. 3) Reaction of reactant with ligands
from the precursor. 4) Purge reaction products plus excess reactant. Figure adapted from
[138].

[138]. The four steps are repeated until the desired thickness of the ALD film is reached. In this
work a FlexAL ALD machine from Oxford Instruments is used for the deposition of platinum
layers.
There has been a variety of different materials explored for atomic layer deposition where oxides
are most prominent [140]. Beyond oxides it has been shown that noble metals can be deposited
by ALD e.g. Cu, Pt and Ag [141] which makes it a promising coating technique for plasmonics. Among these metals platinum is one of the most investigated. One possible precursor is
MeCpPtMe3 , commonly used for EBID as well. Herewith, films with high uniformity as well as
low resistivity could be fabricated at a temperature of 300 ◦ C with oxygen as co-reactant [142].
The suggested thermal reaction mechanism is that atomic oxygen adsorbs on platinum surfaces
during the oxygen pulse. It reacts with the ligands of the precursor, during the dose step and is
released through CO2 and H2 O among other by-products in the purge step [142]. The deposition
rate shows a strong decrease in growth rate when the temperature is lowered [143]. While high
temperatures are no general problem for EBID, three dimensional EBID structures tend to deform when exposed to high temperatures (see also figure 5.8). To avoid any structural changes
the temperature of the ALD process has to be substantial lowered. At low temperature platinum
oxide as well as pure platinum can be grown, depending on exposure time of the oxygen plasma,
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substrate temperature and vapor pressure. However, there is a lower limit of 150 ◦ C below no
pure platinum films can be deposited without an additional oxidizing agent [144]. By an additional hydrogen plasma step it is possible to grow pure platinum films at room temperature [145].
The PtOx which forms during the oxygen plasma step is reduced to pure Pt during a hydrogen
plasma cycle.
Mackus et al. [146] were the first who combined the lateral resolution of EBID with the high
purity of ALD by using an EBID seed layer. This method takes advantage of the substrate
selective growth from ALD by pre-depositing an Al2 O3 layer onto a silicon substrate. On top
of this layer EBID-platinum squares with heights as low as two nanometer were deposited. The
ALD-platinum is selectively grown onto the seed squares leaving the unpatterned part of the
substrate unchanged [146]. This result nicely shows the possibility to combine EBID with ALD
but does not explore the full flexibility of the 3D EBID capabilities.

4.2.1

Properties of ALD platinum

Permittivity To ensure the formation of pure platinum, ALD layers are characterized by optical and electrical measurements. The layers are fabricated with the following process: Substrate
temperature 120 ◦ C, supply line temperature 115 ◦ C, 1 s precursor dose, 5 s purge, 2 s oxygen
plasma, 5 s purge, 2 s hydrogen plasma, 10 s purge. Argon is used as carrier gas. 650 cycles
result in a layer thickness of 20 nm, thus a deposition rate of 0.031 nm/cycle is achieved. Figure
4.7 B shows a SEM image of a planar deposited ALD layer with a thickness of 20 nm. Clearly
visible is the formation of a closed layer. The image shows the ALD-platinum layer be composed
of connected grains with sizes around 50 nm.
The optical properties of platinum show significant differences depending on the method of
deposition and layer thickness [148, 149]. A discrepancy between sputtered and evaporated
platinum was observed by Tompkins et. al [148]. It was found that the real part of the evaporated
films had larger negative values. A possible reason is the different mass density of the films.
Their evaporated films had a density of 18.8 g/cm3 , compared to 14.6 g/cm3 for sputtered. The
density for bulk platinum is 21.45 g/cm3 . Both measurements were performed on thin films
below 100 nm. [19, 147, 148]
The permittivity of the ALD-platinum is determined by ellipsometry on a 20 nm thick layer
grown onto a silicon substrate. These layers are fabricated with the same process conditions
used for nanostructures. The energy range in the measurement is between 1 - 5 eV (figure
4.7 A). The real part of the permittivity shows the typical metallic behavior with a large negative
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Figure 4.7: A) Comparison of the measured permittivity of ALD-platinum (20 nm ALD)
with values from Raknic et al. [19], Werner et al. [147] and Tompkins et al. [148]. B) SEM
image of the same platinum layer as used for the ellipsometry measurement.
value for low frequencies and an increase towards higher energies. In figure 4.7 A three literature
values of platinum are added. Evaporated platinum films [148] (Tompkins et. al), modeled data
on the basis of measurement on bulk platinum [19] (Rakic et. al) and results from reflection
electron energy loss spectroscopy [147] (Werner et. al) are shown. The measured value is in
good agreement with the measurements of Tompkins et al. [148], while these just provide data
for the visible spectral range (400 nm - 800 nm) While all methods seem to result in similar
values for the real part of the dielectric function in the ultra violet regime, they vary a lot in the
low energy range.

Resistivity In addition to the optical properties does also the electrical resistivity of platinum
depend on the chosen fabrication parameters. Bulk platinum has a resistivity of 10.6 µΩcm
[151]. However, evaporated platinum films show higher values, which decrease by annealing
at high temperatures [152]. The higher resistivity compared to bulk value is attributed to two
effects. Evaporated films show smaller grains thus additional scattering at grain boundaries leads
to an increased resistivity. The other effect is for thin films, where scattering on rough surfaces
further increase the resistivity [153]. Physically deposited films often show a correlation of
the grain size on the layer thickness and consequently a dependency of the layer thickness to the
resistivity [154]. The same dependency was observed for ALD-platinum films [142]. The reason
of the resistivity decrease can be attributed to larger grains that form during longer growth rates
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Figure 4.8: A) AFM image of a platinum film deposited with ALD. B) Dependence of the
electrical resistivity on the grain size diameter calculated with the formula 4.3 from [150].

and thus thicker films. A value close to the bulk material was achieved for a layer thickness of
110 nm.[142]
A formula for the resistivity depending on the grain size is given by [150]:
ρesp
=
ρbulk

1
,
3
1 − ζ + 3ζ 2 − 3ζ 3 ln(1 + ζ −1 )
2

(4.3)

and
ζ=

ϖG
.
D(1 − G)

(4.4)

This equation gives the ratio of resistivity of platinum films with grain boundaries to the bulk
value, where ϖ is the temperature dependent mean free path of the electrons in the platinum film
without grain boundaries, about 20 nm for platinum. G is the reflection coefficient which is in
the range of 0.5 - 0.7 [155] for platinum and D is the diameter of the grains.
In figure 4.8 B equation 4.3 is plotted for grain sizes from 1 - 100 nm. The shadowed area shows
the values for G between 0.5 (lowest curve) and 0.7 (highest curve). The line in the middle is
the solution for G = 0.6. The dashed lines denote the bulk resistivity of platinum and the value
measured of the ALD film. With a resistivity of 21 µΩcm the ALD layer shows about twice the
bulk value of platinum. According to figure 4.8 B this value suggest a grain size between 20 - 70
nm.
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Figure 4.9: A) EDX spectra of a thin platinum layer deposited by ALD (red line) and with
electron beam evaporation (grey line). Silicon peaks have been normalized to each other.

Estimation from AFM 4.8 and SEM 4.7 B images confirms a grain size in this range. The
low roughness of the ALD layer with root mean square (RMS) values below one nanometer
suggests that the main contribution to the electrical resistivity is due to electron scattering at the
boundaries inside the film. The resistivity value of the measured ALD layer is in the range of
literature values from platinum films deposited by CVD [142] and ALD [156].

Chemical composition Figure 4.9 shows the EDX spectra of platinum films deposited by ALD
(red) and electron beam evaporation (grey). The spectra are taken at 5 kV in spot mode for both
samples. The silicon peaks from the substrate are normalized to each other. The height of
the platinum peak is slightly higher for the layer deposited by ALD. Possibly due to a higher
density in the ALD film. The carbon peak can be attributed to the residual gases in the vacuum
chamber. In both samples no oxygen peak is observed which supports the conclusions from the
ellipsometry and electrical measurements that pure platinum is grown and no platinum oxide is
present.
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Figure 4.10: A), B) Nanopillars grown by platinum and carbon precursor respectively. Both
covered with a 20 nm layer of ALD. C), D) EBID-helix before and after coverage with a 20
nm thick layer of ALD-platinum. E) Magnification of the middle part of the helix from D.
4.2.2

ALD coated EBID nanostructures: Scattering and dissymmetry

Figure 4.10 shows the capability of covering EBID nanostructures by ALD with a smooth layer
of platinum and minimal shape distortion. Figure 4.10 A and B show two nanopillars grown
with platinum (MeCpPtMe3 ) and carbon (C14 H10 ) containing precursors respectively. The different tip shape originates from the different precursor, not the ALD process. Both materials
are covered with the same ALD process. At the bottom a smooth transition from the platinum
on the substrate to the nanostructure is visible. Figure 4.10 C and D shows a helix before and
after coverage with 20 nm of platinum by ALD. The helix dimensions are a pitch height of 220
nm, an wire thickness of 70 nm and an external diameter of 170 nm. The helix shows minimal
shape distortion on the top, most probably induced by temperature during the ALD process. This
might be improved by further lowering the temperature process. It has been shown that platinum
can be deposited by ALD ar room temperature [145]. However, in this work the ALD process at
room temperature does not result in any deposition. The process in this work is performed at the
lowest temperature (120 ◦ C), where a deposition is observed.

Darkfield scattering As shown in chapter 3.2.2, the as-deposited EBID material has a dielectric rather than a metallic behavior. In the case of gold the optical response, with respect to the
darkfield scattering intensity could be largely improved by an additional pure metal layer. In
figure 4.11 A the darkfield scattering spectrum of an as-deposited EBID-platinum helix together
with a helix which an additionally 20 nm thick ALD platinum layer is shown. The inset shows an
optical picture of the microscope image in darkfield configuration of a single helix. The bright
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Figure 4.11: A) Measured darkfield scattering spectra of the EBID helix as-deposited
(black) and covered with a 20 nm thick layer of platinum by ALD (red). B) Simulated
scattering spectrum of platinum nanorod for both polarizations. The nanorod has a radius of
35 nm and a height of 230 nm.
spot depicts the position of the helix, clearly visible in contrast to the dark background of the
substrate. The scattering spectrum shows a very broad resonance with its maximum around 680
nm. The second peak, which is observed in the case of an EBID-gold helix with a pure gold
layer does not appear in the investigated spectral range. The low intensity from the substrate
is another conformation of the closed smooth layer of the ALD-platinum. In the case of single
platinum particles or a very rough surface, a stronger scattering signal from the substrate would
be expected. In figure 4.11 B the simulated scattering intensities of a platinum nanorod with
a height of 230 nm and a diameter of 70 nm for both polarization is plotted. As for the case
of the gold helix, is the long wave resonance resembled by the scattering of the long axis of
the nanorod. The short wavelength resonance in the simulation lies in the UV region cannot be
verified with the light source used in this work.

Dissymmetry measurements and simulation Arrays of as-deposited EBID-carbon helices
[129] and EBID-platinum helices [13] have shown a dissymmetry in transmission of left- and
right circular polarized light. Though metallic material is not essential for circular polarization
dependent transmission. In the infrared region, dielectric helices have been suggested to have
higher suppression ratio, compared to their metal counterpart [157]. For helices in the size
range of hundreds of nanometer, the CD signal could be improved by using a focused ion beam,
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Figure 4.12: A) Measured dissymmetry factor of an EBID-platinum helix covered with 20
nm ALD-platinum compared with the simulation of a pure platinum helix. B) Simulated
influence of substrate and a dielectric core on the dissymmetry factor of a platinum helix.
instead of an electron beam [13]. The reason is the higher platinum content for ion beam induced
deposition. On the other hand the use of a focused Gallium ion beam limits the fabrication to
larger structure sizes. Also the implementation of gallium ions into the structures cannot be
hindered. Simulations on EBID-platinum helices with different volume fractions showed an
improved CD signal for higher platinum content. The combination of EBID with ALD enables
the fabrication of small structural sizes with a pure platinum shell.
For single as-deposited EBID-platinum helices no dissymmetry between the transmission of
right- and left-circular polarized light could be detected. Due to the low signal from a single
helix, the effect is not observable with the setup of this work. However, an additional layer of
pure platinum enables the investigations of single helices, also for platinum. The dissymmetry
factor as a measure of the different transmission of left- and right circular polarized light is
plotted in figure 4.12 A. It shows a maximum value of 0.06 around 700 nm. At 550 nm the
dissymmetry factor changes it sign, thus the other polarization state is preferably transmitted.
Platinum and gold helices exhibit the same shape of the dissymmetry curve. Compared to gold
the spectrum for platinum is shifted towards lower wavelength. This is due to the different
dielectric function also visible in the Mie scattering spectra for platinum and gold spheres. In
contrast to Mie scattering, the measured maximum dissymmetry value for platinum is higher
than for gold. While in the work the negative dissymmetry peak in the case of platinum and
positive in the case of gold could be measured the values are not directly comparable.
For FIBID-platinum helices a zero crossing was observed for helices with a diameter of 400 nm
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while for the case of electron beam induced fabrication which result in a diameter of 230 nm no
crossing was visible in the measured spectral range [13]. The reason is possibly that the positive
CD signal lies in the UV region of the spectrum.
The dissymmetry factor in this thesis is simulated by a finite difference time domain technique
and compared to the measured data. The results are depicted in figure 4.12 A and B. The simulated structures resemble well the measured behavior, with a small shift to higher wavelength.
To investigate a possible influence of the remaining EBID core to the CD signal, a dielectric
core is added to the simulated structure. The new configuration is a dielectric silicon core of
15 nm radius with a 20 nm pure platinum shell. In another model a silicon substrate is added
to a pure platinum helix. The core and substrate not show a major influence on the position or
the intensity of the dissymmetry signal, see figure 4.12 B. In both cases the difference from the
simulated pure platinum helix is minor. The peak values is highest for the case of pure platinum
while the spectral position of the peak does not shift largely.
As mentioned before does as-deposited EBID helices exhibit beside their circular dichroism also
a linear dichroism. This can be explained if a single pitch of a helix thought of as a split ring
where one end has been pulled up in the third dimension, as described in [135]. A split ring
shows different behavior if the impinging light is polarized parallel or perpendicular to the slit
[158]. Thus split rings show as well a circular dichroism when illuminated under non-normal
incidence [159]. To control if the measured circular dichroism is not an artifact from the linear
dichroism of the structure and a not perfectly polarized light source, the structure is rotated 90
degrees and the spectrum measured again. In the case of a linear dichroism the sign would
change however the same spectrum is recorded for the sample rotated 90 degrees.
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Purification of EBID nanostructures

The carbon contamination in EBID structures from metal-organic precursor compounds is the
main drawback for applications in plasmonics. In the previous section, two coating methods
were presented for the case of gold and platinum. Both improved the optical response of chiral EBID nanostructures. The simple electron beam evaporation process is successful for single
nanostructures while shadowing effects are expected to arise for small distances as in arrays.
Especially ALD is a very promising coating technique for nanostructures because shadowing is
not an issue. Additionally ALD features uniformity and high thickness precision. However, only
few metallic precursors are available for ALD. Furthermore, the process is complex, time consuming and requires expensive equipment. For this reason additional purification techniques of
EBID materials are investigated concerning shape preservation of nanostructures and plasmonic
response.
Most purification methods employ in-situ substrate heating during the deposition process [160],
post-treatments of the structures by annealing in different oxidizing atmospheres[80, 161] electron irradiation or laser treatment of the structures [70]. A flow of oxygen during the deposition
process leads to highly pure gold deposits, as recently shown [162]. These examinations resulted in high purification of mainly planar deposits. To purify complex three-dimensional EBID
nanostructures is still a challenge. Ozone oxidation in moderate temperatures around 175 ◦ C was
a first attempt to purify 3D structures [58]. In-situ electron beam irradiation on vertical standing nanopillars from the precursor Me2 Au(tfa) was another approach. With an additional oxygen
plasma step gold crystals were found inside the structures [68]. For plasmonic applications a pure
gold layer on the outside is needed. The deposition of gold containing precursor ME2 au(acac)
inside an environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM) with water as background gas
leads to the formation of structures consisting of a dense core surrounded by a carbonaceous
shell [163]. The ESEM broadens the focus of the electron beam leading to feature sizes in the
micrometer range. Another gold precursor Me2 Au(tfa) was used in a dual GIS system together
with water vapor and achieved highly conductive and pure gold structures [164].
In this work deposits from the precursor Me2 au(acac) are attempted to be purified after deposition in a similar way.
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Figure 5.1: Scanning electron micrographs in tilted view (38 degree) of single EBID pillar
deposited using the precursor Me2 Au(acac) on silicon substrate A) before and B) after 2 min
electron irradiation in the presence of water vapor. C) Transmission electron micrograph of
a pillar treated with the same recipe as the one in B. D) Magnification of the tip of the
nanopillar from B.

EBID nanopillars of 50 nm in diameter and 1.5 µm in height are irradiated in a water vapor
background (10−4 mbar) for two minutes. As shown in 5.1 A and B a core shell structure has
formed. TEM investigations 5.1 C and D confirms the formation of a dense core surrounded
by a carbonaceous shell. This is similar to the deposition in an ESEM, where water vapor was
present during the deposition [163]. In plasmonic applications the interaction between light and
the structure is localized to the surface. Thus a pure metal surface is needed.

5.2

Plasma purification of EBID-gold nanostructures

To directly achieve plasmonically active metal surfaces in combination with shape preservation,
a simple and fast oxygen plasma cleaning step at room temperature is investigated. The geometrical modification of the structure under purification is examined by REM and TEM measurements
on single pillars. The quality of purification is measured by the change in resistivity of planar
structures as-deposited and after purification and by EDX analysis. The results presented in this
chapter are published in reference [165]. The TEM measurements were done by A.Manzoni in
cooperation with the author of this thesis. The electrical measurements were done with S.Jäckle
in cooperation with the author of this thesis. The simulation were done by K. Höflich in cooperation with the author of this thesis.
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Figure 5.2: Scanning electron micrographs in tilted view (38 degree) of single EBID pillar
deposited using the precursor Me2 Au(acac) on silicon substrate A) before and B) after a
plasma treatment of 2 min which results in a reduction in diameter and height of 18 nm.
Transmission electron micrographs of a pillar C) as-deposited, D) purified and, E) after an
additional cross-section cut to increase the visibility of the core-shell structure. The bright
layers onto the visible pure gold layer are caused by carbon deposition from residual gases
present in the vacuum chamber of the TEM. Figure as published in [165].
5.2.1

Geometrical modification by plasma purification: Core-shell structure

The influence of the plasma treatment on the geometry of single pillars is investigated. After
deposition the sample is removed from the SEM chamber and placed in a table top plasma
cleaner cleaning system (zepto-diener electronic) operating at 40 kHz in oxygen atmosphere at
0.3 bar with at an input power of 70 W.
Figure 5.2 A and B show the EBID-pillar before and after oxygen plasma treatment for two
minutes. A significant increase of surface roughness is observed besides a reduction in volume
during the plasma process. The formation of a core-shell structure is shown in 5.2 C, D and
E. The as-deposited pillar in figure 5.2 C shows the typical composite structure of EBID materials. Gold crystals (dark spots) which are evenly distributed within a carbonaceous matrix
(bright areas). Figure 5.2 D shows the purified pillar. The core-shell structure is already visible.
However, hard to distinguish from the core due to the low transparency. Therefore, the pillar is
thinned by a focused ion beam, which unveils the core-shell structure more clearly, figure 5.2 E.
The outer shell of high gold content has a thickness of about 20 nm, and the inner core consist
of as-deposited EBID material. The deposition of residual gases during the TEM measurement
leads to an additional bright shell on the outside of the structure.
The diameter reduction during the plasma treatment is independent from the initial diameter depicted in figure 5.3 B. Instead, the same reduction of 18 nm is observed for all initial diameters.
This suggests that the purification process has a certain limited penetration depth, already ob86
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Figure 5.3: A) Deformation of a thin pillar during plasma treatment. B) Diameter reduction of EBID pillars for different starting thicknesses after purification of 2 min in oxygen
plasma. Lines are only for guidance. Figure as published in [165].

served for hydrogen radicals [80]. In the investigated case of oxygen plasma, the process stops
after a closed gold layer is formed. The volume reduction is due to the oxidation of carbon atoms.
Most likely released through CO or CO2 [107]. The stability of the shape shows a significant
dependence on the diameter. Only pillars with diameters larger than 60 nm reliably preserve
their shapes. Deformation of the the structure starts for smaller diameters, seen in figure 5.3.
The as-deposited pillar is shown on the left side and the pillar after plasma purification on the
right. As for larger diameters is a reduction of around 18 nm observed. Additionally, the pillar
bends towards the side which results in a small s-like shape. Figure 5.4 shows the purification of
nanopillars at different time steps. The time evolution suggests a top-down or in the case of 3D
structures and out-to-in purification. This top-down evolution is in agreement with earlier purification studies by electron irradiation in oxygen atmosphere on EBID-platinum [107]. In this
study the top-down purification is due to a low permeability coefficient and a high chemisorption
of oxygen. This leads to purification limited close to the surface. The opposite purification way
(bottom-up) was observed by the purification with water vapor. This is attributed to a higher permeability coefficient and a lower chemisorption of water compared to oxygen[166]. The out- to
inside purification observed in this thesis is a hint that the permeability coefficient of the oxygen
radicals are comparably small to the case of molecular oxygen.
Gold layer growth is usually accompanied by Ostwald ripening, which results in the formation
of small islands before a close gold layer is formed [167]. A closed layer forms, depending on
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Figure 5.4: Early steps of the plasma purification process shows TEM cross-sections for
pillars purified 5s (A), 15s (B) and 30s (C) respectively. Figure as published in [165].
the temperature, between 10 - 20 nm,[168]. This supports the suggestion that the purification
with oxygen plasma is possible to the point where a closed gold layers has formed. The closed
gold shell hinders the penetration of oxygen to the EBID core and thus further purification.

5.2.2

Quality of gold shell after purification

In EBID material the resistivity and metal content are correlated [12]. To quantify the purification
effect of the oxygen plasma treatment on EBID structures electrical resistivity measurements of
the as-deposited-EBID material and after purification are compared. Resistance measurement on
four EBID bridges between differently spaced gold pads is carried out. The different distances
allow to eliminated the contact resistance between the EBID material and the gold pads. The
distances of the gold pads is 0.7 µm, 1.7 µm, 2.7 µm and 3.7 µm. The gold pads are deposited
by electron beam evaporation by a Balzer PLS 570 evaporator with a base pressure around 10−6
mbar. The height is 100 nm onto 10 nm adhesion layer titanium. The measurements are performed using a Keithley SCS 4200 semiconductor characterization system. To prevent Joule
heating only currents < 1mA are used.
Figure 5.5 A shows an atomic force micrograph of an EBID bridge together with the extracted
height profile. The height profile is used to determine the cross-section of the bridge. Figure
5.5 B display the resistance before and after the plasma purification. A specific resistivity of
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Figure 5.5: A) Atomic force micrograph and extracted height profile of EBID bridge between two gold pads. B) Current-voltage curve for the as-deposited and purified structure.
Visible is the large decrease in resistance due to the removal of isolating material C) Resistance over length/area of EBID bridges measured between four different distances before
(black) and after (red) plasma purification. Figure adapted from [165].

360 (±14) µΩ cm for the pure EBID material is determined from the slope. For the purified
material this decreases to 10 (±2) µΩ cm. In both cases the curves show an ohmic behavior by
the linear dependence between current and voltage. For pure EBID structures often a non-ohmic
behavior is observed [68, 164]. Since currents in this thesis are below 0.15 mA, significantly
lower than in the literature [164] and [68] a direct comparison is not possible. However, it is
worth mention that for the EBID structures a current could only be measured if the substrate
is before the deposition cleaned in oxygen plasma. Suggesting that the surface contamination
occurring during the storage of the substrate leads to a barrier between the gold pads and the
EBID material.
Also the contact resistance, extracted from the y-axis intercept, decreases from 173 (Ω) pm 45
to 60 (±6) Ω. The large improvement in resistivity is solely to the purified gold shell, since the
core consist of as-deposited material. Consequently the measured value gives an upper limit for
the resistivity of the shell. With a constant 20 nm thick shell throughout the whole bridge, based
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Figure 5.6: A) Scanning electron micrographs of the EBID pads as-deposited (left) and
after plasma purification (right). B) EDX spectra of EBID pad as-deposited (black curve),
purified (red curve) and pure gold (blue curve) for comparison. C) Peak ratios of gold
to carbon for all three cases and oxygen to silicon for the EBID material before and after
purification. Figure as published in [165].

on the TEM results, the specific resistivity of the shell material is 110 (± 50) µΩcm. The core
material resistivity is identified with the measured value for the as-deposited material. Bulk gold
has a resistivity of (2 µΩcm), which is almost two orders of magnitude smaller compared to
the purified shell. As explained in chapter 3.1.1, this behavior can be explained by additional
scattering at grain boundaries inside the material [169]. The grain boundaries in the purified material originated from the individual gold clusters in the as-deposited EBID material. Additional
increase in resistivity is due to the high surface roughness. Also an imperfect purification of the
shell material cannot be ruled out. The volume reduction and improved conductivity suggest a
carbon removal during the oxygen plasma step. To validate this assumption EDX measurements
are performed on as-deposited and purified structures. Since the exact measurement, especially
for thin pads where the influence of the substrate is still present is rather difficult by EDX, the
relative peak ratios are compared. Figure 5.6 A and B show scanning electron micrographs of
planar EBID pads before (left) and after (right) plasma purification, used for EDX analysis. The
height of the pad after plasma purification is 12 nm. With a penetration depth of around 20 nm for
the oxygen plasma the layer is assumed to consist only of purified material. An evaporated gold
layer of 250 nm is used as a reference for pure gold. Figure 5.6 C and D show the EDX spectrum
and peaks ratios of gold to carbon and oxygen to silicon for the as-deposited and purified pads.
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Figure 5.7: Scanning electron micrographs in tilted view of helix with three pitches asdeposited A) and B) after plasma purification. C) Mesh plot of the corresponding modelled
helix, D) comparison of the as-deposited, plasma treated and simulated scattering spectra.
Figure as published in [165].
The EDX spectrum of the pure gold sample (blue curve) is added to the graph. However, also the
pure gold sample exhibits a carbon signal which originates from the residual gases in the vacuum
chamber. The gold to carbon peak ration increases from 0.8 to 3.1 from the as-deposited to the
purified pad. The silicon peak from the substrate increases for the purified sample. The reason
is a thinner pad and the formation of voids, thus a stronger signal from the substrate is detected.
The same holds true for the oxygen peak, partly originates from the SiOx of the substrate. The
EDX measurements further proves the removal of carbon by the oxygen plasma step.

5.2.3

Plasmonic scattering of a single purified EBID-gold helix

Finally, the purification of complex three dimensional structures, in this study gold helices with
three pitches, is investigated. The plasmonic activity of the purified helices is examined using
dark field scattering spectroscopy and compared to finite element modeling of geometrically
equivalent pure gold helices.
Figure 5.7 shows scanning electron micrographs of a helix with three pitches as-deposited A),
after plasma purification B) and the model used for the simulation C). Comparing figure 5.7
A and B reveals the shape maintenance of the helix during the purification process. The helix
dimensions are extracted from the SEM images, under consideration of the tilted view of 38
degree, to be 120 nm of external diameter, a pitch height of 320 nm and an arm thickness (after
purification) of 30 nm. Figure 5.7 C shows the dark field scattering spectrum measurement,
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Figure 5.8: A,B) Array of EBID pillar with varying thickness annealed at 200 ◦ C under
ambient conditions for 1 hour. Thinner pillars show more deformation compared to thicker
ones. C, D) EBID helix annealed with the same parameters. The thinnest third pitch shows
a deformation while the rest of the shape stays unchanged.
compared to the simulated scattering efficiencies of a pure gold helix. Both spectra show two
distinct strong resonances as observed for the case of EBID helices covered with a pure gold
layer by electron beam evaporation. In comparison with the simulation the measured resonances
show a broader linewidth. The reason are additional losses by grain boundaries and surface
roughness, also responsible for the larger conductivity of the purified material compared to bulk
gold. The measured short wavelength resonance around 570 nm is slightly shifted to higher
wavelength compared to the simulations. The long wavelength resonance at 950 nm is almost
perfectly resembled by the simulation. The peak around 450 in the measurement is not resembled
by the simulation. This peak is not present in the case of a EBID helix covered with a 20 nm
of pure gold layer by electron beam evaporation. Thus the origin is likely to surface roughness
around the helix induced by the purification. The overall agreement between experiment and
theory proves that the purified EBID-helix can be simulated by a pure gold one.

5.2.4

Limitations of plasma purification of nanostructures

Temperature influences the EBID process in two ways. At first, an increase in substrate temperature leads to a decrease in deposition rate due to the lowered residence time of the molecules on
the surface [170]. Hence, EBID at very low temperatures leads to a large increase in deposition
rate [171]. The deposition process changes in the sense, that the injected precursor molecules
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Figure 5.9: A) Thin bridge after plasma purification and B) after electrical measurement.

freeze onto the substrate. This leads to multiple layers of precursor while EBID at room temperature is normally limited to a monolayer. After that the molecules are dissociated by the
electron beam and the unpatterned part is sublimated during reheating. However, the increase in
deposition rate due to multiple layer hinders the formation of three dimensional structures [171].
The other impact of heat is the change in composition of the material. Deposition of EBID on a
preheated stage has shown to enhance the gold content while the platinum content did not show
any improvement [172]. A post annealing step in air leads to an increase in the platinum content,
suggesting that oxidizing species are needed to initiate the carbon removal [173]. Besides the
purity the conductivity is improved by using a post annealing step both for platinum and gold
containing depositions [174]. For annealing temperatures as high as 600 ◦ C even a gold content
above 92 % has been reported. While this purification can be used for planar structures, nanostructures suffer from deformation at these temperatures [69]. Figure 5.8 shows the deformation
of EBID nanostructures by annealing at 200 ◦ C for 60 min in ambient conditions. From A,B it
can be seen that thicker pillars are deforming less.
This is further supported by 5.8 C,D where a helix is heated to 200 ◦ C and only the upper part
of the helix shows deformation. Another interesting finding is that with our purification routine
it is not possible to fabricate thin conductive gold layers which just consist of purified material.
A shrinking of around 18 nm and a resulting shell of 20 nm purified material would suggest
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that an initial thickness of 38 nm would result in a 20 nm thick layer of pure purified material.
Anyhow the resulting structure shows a granular morphology with gold clusters instead of a
smooth conformal layer. Electrical measurements results in the destruction of the bridge grown
by EBID. In figure 5.9 a thin bridge is shown after plasma treatment A) and after the electrical
measurements B). The reason, most likely, lies in the granular structure of the gold. Only a few
connecting paths are formed as small conducting bridges between the two gold pads. After the
purification process the whole current leads to excessive heating at these bottlenecks. As a result
the gold melts down and clusters together. Thus in both cases for three dimensional nanostructres
as well as for planar structures only a core shell structure an no pure functional gold structure can
be achieved. For the nanostructres the core seems to act as a stabilizer for the mobile gold atoms
forming on the shell while in the planar structures the additional material hinders the formation of
voids while as long as EBID material is exposed to the oxygen plasma the purification continues
until a closed surface has formed. However as for the application in plasmonic the response is
mainly determined by the outer part the inner as-deposited EBID material should have a minor
influence. For the use of electrical connections fabricated by EBID, however, a thicker pure
gold film would be more favorable. Hence, the purification method applied for EBID material
depends on the type of application.
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Within the work of this thesis the permittivities of a commonly used platinum and a novel copper
containing precursor were determined by transmission/reflection measurements and additionally by imaging ellipsometry for EBID-platinum and resembled by a Maxwell-Garnett mixing
Model. The materials show dielectric behavior over the whole measured spectral range. Investigations of the structure with TEM and Raman confirm that the deposits consist of metal nano
particles in an amorphous carbon matrix.
For EBID-platinum Raman measurements reveal that with longer irradiation times and therefore thicker pads the amorphous carbon matrix changes its configuration towards graphite. In
addition to the carbon configuration, EDX measurements show that also the material composition of planar EBID-platinum deposits changes for different deposition times too. They show
a slightly higher platinum content for longer deposition times and hint to a small decrease in
oxygen. However, the carbon content stays constant, different from most observed purification processes of EBID materials where the purificiation is explained by the release of carbon
monoxide CO or dioxide CO2 species. A possible explanation for the existencee and release
of volatile oxygen from deposits grown by the non-oxygen containing platinum precursor is the
adsorption of water, during precursor storage or the in cooperation of residual oxygen gas during
growth. Release of only oxygen was otherwise only observed in the case of post vacuum annealing oxygen-containing cobalt EBID material [88]. As anticipated, an EDX study performed
in this thesis on an EBID-platinum helix shows a rather low oxygen content, as in thick planar
samples, explained by the high aspect ratio and therefore long irradiation times on one spot. It
is legitimate to assume, that also the carbon configuration of high aspect nanostructures is closer
to that of thicker pads, exhibiting a higher graphite content.
Both effects, the change in carbon configuration and in platinum content, lead to a thickness
dependent permittivity of the material. Future TEM and EDX measurements on cross-sections
of EBID pads could reveal if the change in carbon configuration occurs homogeneously, or with
a gradient. The presence of a gradient seems very likely as the lower part of the pad is irradiated
longer than the top. Furthermore it would be interesting to directly investigate the carbon configuration on EBID nanostructures with Raman, which could be possible by measuring on a large
array.
In comparison to the EBID-platinum, Raman measurements on planar pads from the novel
EBID-copper reveal an even higher ratio of amorphous carbon to graphite in the matrix. The
copper content in thick deposits, determined by EDX, is about 24 at.%, a rather high value for
EBID material from organo-metallic precursors. Comparable EBID-platinum pads only show a
metal content of about 18 at.%. This makes the cooper precursor a promising candidate, espe95
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cially when combined with further purification techniques.
For the common EBID-platinum as well as the novel EBID-copper the real part of the permittivity could be resembled by a Maxwell-Garnett mixing Model with carbon and the corresponding metal. According to the Raman measurements, different carbon configuration are used for
EBID-platinum and EBID-copper. It has to be pointed out, that the exact permittivity of the
carbon matrix can only be approximated and correlated to the measured permittivity. The measured imaginary values of the permittivities show, in both cases, higher values than the model.
This may indicate an additional energy loss channel which is not considered in the permittivities
of the single constituents, probably due to the approximated carbon configuration. However,
in summary the model is an adequate approximation for as-deposited EBID materials. The extracted permittivity from the transmission/reflection measurements of the copper precursor could
resemble darkfield scattering measurements of nanostructures fabricated by the new precursor.
This indicates that the permittivity of nanostructures is likely very similar to the values for thick
pads.
To improve the plasmonic performance of EBID nanostructures the effect of a metallic shell
around a EBID-core is investigated. In this thesis this is achieved by either deposition of an additional pure layer or by purifying the EBID nanostructures themselves. This way the plasmonic
resonances of single gold and platinum helices could be investigated.
EBID helices from a gold containing precursor are cladded with a pure 20 nm gold layer by
e-beam evaporation. The core-shell structures are investigated by darkfield scattering and circular polarized dependent light transmission. In comparison to the as-deposited structures, the
core-shell structure exhibits a stronger and more pronounced scattering intensity as well as an
improved dissymmetry factor. The helix exhibits two resonances around 600 nm and 950 nm.
Both are visible in the darkfield scattering measurement whereas, due to the limited spectral
range in the transmission measurement just the dissymmetry of the lower one is visible. However, simulation in this thesis predicts that the high wavelength resonance should also exhibits
a dissymmetry with opposite sign. This should be confirmed by measurements with a larger
spectral range in the future. The wavelength position of maximum dissymmetry for the low
wavelength resonance has been shown to depend only little on the height of core-shell helices
[137]. Simulation in this work shows that the pure gold shell of 20 nm is sufficient to describe
the optical behavior as if it was a pure gold structure. The reason for that is the limited penetration depth of visible light into gold. As a consequence, the light only interacts with the surface
of the structure, not its core. Simulations of pure gold helices predict a strong dependence of
wavelength position of maximum dissymmetry on the diameter of helix [130]. This dependence
may allow to tune the point of maximum dissymmetry, if confirmed by future measurements.
A novel approach for the coating of EBID nanostructures is explored in this thesis. An ALD
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process is developed which allows the conformal coverage of even high aspect nanostructure
with minimal shape distortion. It is shown that the ALD process is applicable to different types
of precursors. This decouples the processes of geometrical fabrication and material response.
The precursor can be chosen according to availability, deposition rate or performance while the
plasmonic response is determined by the additional ALD layer. In general ALD allows for coverage of any 3D structure and is therefore a good match to the flexible EBID process. While in
this thesis an ALD-platinum precursor was used to form metal shells on EBID structures the development of new ALD-precursors might in the future also enable other noble metal to be added
on EBID by ALD. Planar ALD-platinum layers are characterized by electrical and optical measurements showing that platinum of very pure quality is deposited. While to the EBID-platinum
consists to a high fraction of carbon and is therefore dielectric, the ALD-platinum is purely
metallic. Simulations suggest that the influence of the remaining EBID core when depositing
a 20nm ALD-platinum shell is of minor importance to the optical performance. Similar to the
EBID-gold covered by an evaporated gold shell, also in this case the core-shell structures shows
an improved optical response in comparison to as-deposited structures. While EBID-platinum
structures show only a weak polarization dependence in transmission, only visible when measured in an array [13], the ALD-platinum coverage allows the optical investigation of single
platinum helices, shown for the first time in this thesis. The dissymmertry of a single helix with
a dissymmetry factor with a maximum value of around 0.06 at 700 nm is measured. The dissymmetry spectra looks similar to the one obtained from arrays. An interesting question that arises is
at what distance in an array interactions between the helices start to change the optical response.
The EBID process also allows for an easy arrangement of helices in specially designed arrays
e.g. feature rotational symmetry. It has been shown that this lateral arrangement can improve the
circular dichroism and minimize the conversion from one polarization state to the other [175].
Therefore specially designed arrays of ALD-coated EBID nanostructures would allow for an
even higher optical response.
In addition of the deposition of an additional pure metal layer, purification on EBID deposits is
investigated in this thesis. Purification of EBID-gold in an oxygen plasma shows the formation
of a core-shell structure similar to e-beam evaporation. The outer part of the helix is purified
to a high degree. Electrical and optical measurements show that the shell material behaves like
pure gold. During purification the thickness of EBID-gold pads and the size of EBID-gold helices is reduced due to the removal of carbon. However, in this thesis it shows that the shape of
highly 3D nanostructures could be maintained throughout the purification process for structures
with the smallest wire thicknesses of 80 nm. For smaller sizes deformation occurs in the case
of 3D structure while the purification of thin planar structures lead to the formation of voids.
The promising results from this ex situ, easy to implement purification with a standard table top
plasma cleaner could in future be applied to even more complex three dimensional structures.
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This is especially interesting for intertwined helices, since these structures cannot be conformly
coated by evaporation because of shadowing effects. However, these intertwined helices promise
to have large chiral fields in their proximity, which could be used for chiral molecule detection
[176]. Besides purification, this thesis shows for the first time metal ALD-coating of EBIDnanostructures, which might be very promising for these structures as during the ALD process
no shadowing occurs.
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Kurzfassung
Elektronenstrahl induzierte Abscheidung (EBID) ist eine 3D Drucktechnik mit Auflösung im
Nanometerbereich. Die Möglichkeit Material strukturiert abzuscheiden, erlaubt die optischen
Eigenschaften nach Bedarf anzupassen. Eine Vielzahl von Ausgangsstoffen für EBID wurden
hinsichtlich ihrer chemischen und elektrischen Eigenschaften untersucht. Jedoch wurde EBID
nur selten als Herstellungsmethode für Nanooptik oder Plasmonik eingesetzt. Der Hauptgrund ist
der hohe Kohlenstoffgehalt in EBID-Strukturen aus metal-organischen Ausgangsstoffen. Diese
Arbeit trägt zur Entwicklung neuer Ausgangsstoffe, dem Verständnis der optischen Eigenschaften un-modifizierter EBID-Abscheidungen, sowie der Untersuchung zusä̈tzlicher Prozesschritte
zur Verbesserung der optischen Eigenschaften von plasmonischen EBID-Abscheidungen bei.
Optische Untersuchungen der Permittivität an einem häufig verwendeten Platin sowie an einen
neuartigen Kupfer Ausgangsstoff zeigen ein dielektrisches Verhalten der EBID-Abscheidungen
und können durch ein Maxwell-Garnett Model angenähert werden. Das EBID-Kupfer weißt
einen vielversprechend hohen Kupferanteil von 24 at.% auf. Jedoch zeigen die optische Untersuchungen, dass trotz des hohen Kupfergehalts die Permittivität des Materials hauptsächlich
durch den Kohlenstoff und dessen chemische Konfiguration bestimmt wird.
Das optische Verhalten von EBID-Nanostrukturen kann durch eine geschlossene Metallschicht
verbessert werden. Hierfür werden zwei Ansätze verfolgt; Aufbringen einer zusätzlichen puren
Metalschicht und Aufreinigung der EBID-Abscheidungen. Der Vergleich von Dunkelfeldstreuung und polarisationsabhängiger Transmission mit Simulationen an einer EBID-Helix zeigt, dass
eine 20 nm dicke Goldhülle, abgeschieden mit Elektonenstrahl-Verdampfung, zum selben Verhalten führt wie eine reine Goldhelix. Der Grund hierfür ist die geringe Eindringtiefe des Lichtes
in das Gold. Eine Helix mit drei Windungen zeigt einen asymmetrischen Transmissionsfaktor
von 0.03 bei 600 nm. Zum ersten Mal wird die Atomlagenabscheidung (ALD) zur Beschichtung von 3D EBID-Strukturen untersucht. Im Gegensatz zur Verdampfung erlaubt ALD konforme Beschichtung von komplexen Strukturen. ALD-Platin zeigt in elektrischen und optischen
Messungen ein rein metallisches Verhalten. Die Kombination aus EBID-Platin beschichtet mit
ALD-Platin erlaubt die Untersuchung einer einzelner Platinhelix, welche sich wie eine Helix
aus reinem Platin verhält. Solch eine Helix zeigt einen asymmetrischen Transmissionsfaktor von
0.06 bei 700 nm. Zusätzlich wird in dieser Arbeit die Aufreinigung von EBID Abscheidungen untersucht, um deren Metallgehalt zu erhöhen. Durch Sauerstoffplasma Aufreinigung wird
der Kohlenstoffgehalt in der äußeren Schicht von goldhaltigen EBID-Abscheidungen deutlich
reduziert. Elektrische und optische Messungen, sowie der Vergleich mit Simulationen, deuten
auf eine fast pure Goldschicht hin, vergleichbar mit den beschichteten Goldhelices. Obwohl die
EBID-Strukturen sich während des Plasmaprozesses verkleinern, behalten sie ihre 3D Form bei.
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Abstract
Electron beam induced deposition (EBID) is a 3D printing technique with a resolution in the
nanometer range. With its capability of structured deposition, the optical properties of materials
can be tailored. A variety of precursor for EBID has been characterized by their chemical and
electrical properties. However, EBID has been used only in few cases as a fabrication tool for
nanooptics or plasmonics. The main drawback is the high carbon content in most EBID deposits
from metal-organic precursors. This thesis aims at contributing to the development of new precursors, optical understanding of as-deposited EBID materials and investigation of additional
steps that can improve the optical performance of plasmonic structures fabricated by EBID.
The optical investigation of the permittivity of deposits from a commonly used platinum and
a novel copper containing precursor shows that the EBID material is dielectric and can be approximated by a Maxwell-Garnet mixing model. The EBID-copper shows a promisingly high
copper content of around 24 at.%. However the optical characterization of the material shows
that despite the high metal content, the permittivity of the material is mainly determined by the
carbon matrix and its chemical configuration.
To increase the optical performance of plasmonic EBID nanostructures a closed metal shell has
to be achieved. This is attempted by two different methods; post-coating of the deposited nanostructure with a pure metal or purification of the nanostructure itself. For single EBID-gold helices
e-beam evaporation is investigated as post-coating method. Comparison of darkfield scattering
and polarization dependent transmission, of a helix coated with 20 nm gold with simulations
show that the core-shell helix acts like a solid gold one. This is due to the limited penetration
depth of visible light into gold. A three pitch gold helix exhibits a dissymmetry factor of 0.03
around 600 nm. In this thesis for the first time, atomic layer deposition (ALD) has been investigated for coating of 3D EBID nanostructures. In contrast to metal evaporation ALD allows
conformal coating of complex geometries. For EBID-platinum deposits a platinum ALD process has been developed. Electrical and optical measurements prove that the ALD-platinum is
pure metallic. The combination of EBID-platinum covered by ALD-platinum allows optical investigation of a single platinum helix, plasmonically behaving like pure metal. Such a platinum
helix shows a maximum dissymmetry factor of 0.06 around 700 nm. Additionally in this thesis
EBID nanostructures themselves are purification to increase the metal content. By post oxygen
plasma purification the carbon content in the outer shell of EBID-gold deposits can strongly be
reduced. Electrical measurement as well as optical measurements in comparison to simulations
point at an almost pure outer gold shell, comparable to EBID nanostructures coated by pure gold.
While EBID nanostructures shrink during plasma purification their 3D geometric shape can be
maintained.
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Glossary
C cross-section.
CRy Rayleigh scattering cross-section.
Di diffusion coefficient.
G bulk reflection coefficient of platinum.
I intensity.
J precursor flux.
N electron density.
NA atomic density.
NPitchs Number of pitches.
Q scattering efficiency.
R reflection.
V volume.
Vm volume molecule.
W energy rate.
∆ imaginary part of ξ .
ℜ real part.
α polarizability.
β scattering parameter.
χ chirality factor.
δ skin depth.
ε permittivity.
ε0 vacuum permittivity.
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εBG permittivity of the Bruggemann model.
εMG permittivity of the Maxwell-Garnett model.
εr relative permittivity.
η dissociative cross-section.
γ damping coefficient.
κ extinction coefficient, imaginary part of the refractive index.
λ wavelength of light.
B magnetic flux.
D electric displacement field.
E electric field strength.
H magnetic field strength.
JP polarization current.
Jfree free currents.
Jmag polarization current.
M magnetization field.
P dipole field.
S poynting vector.
k wavevector.
µ permeability.
µ0 vacuum permeability.
µr relative permeability.
ω angular frequency.
ω0 eigenfrequency.
ωP plasma frequency.
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φ0 angel of incident.
ψ real part of ξ .
ρbound free charges.
ρfree free charges.
σ complex conductivity.
τ residual time of a molecule.
ñ complex refractive index.
ϕ susceptibility.
ϖ temperature dependent mean free path of electrons.
ρ resistivity.
ξ complex reflection coefficient.
a absorption coefficient.
c speed of light.
d external diameter of a helix.
e electron charge.
fb oscillator strength.
fe electron flux.
g dissymmetry factor.
h height of one helix pitch.
larc arc length of a helix.
m surface molecular density.
m0 density of one monolayer.
me effective optical electron mass.
n real part of the refractive index.
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r particle radius.
r p reflection coefficient p-polarization.
rs reflection coefficient s-polarization.
t time.
vF Fermi velocity of electrons.
vph phase velocity of light.
f volume filling fraction.
s sticking probability.
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